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CHAPTEH I
STATBiEOT OF TIE PHOBLEIi
Tlie analysis of ten Fourth Grade geography textbooks
was made for the puiTroae of finding out how much history is
taug^it in the textbooka. Today the study of geogr^^phy is
receiving greater eaqphasis than ever before. Wendell Wilkie^
reported on a world tranafomcd by rapid coniinuniccitj.on and
economic interdependeiiCe as he saw it ai'ttsr his f i -aoua global
trip and his book One WorlQ. made people realize how greav the
need is for understanding and icnowing otiier i eoples, tiie very
essence of geography itself.
As further evideixe of this great emphasis upon
2geography '^itaker suggested t^iat a G for geography be addea
to the three R's of education.
Today geography is recognized as one of the most
important social studies -nd whether it is taught in
elementary school under the name of plain geography or
in hi^ school it now possesses a vitality that
makes students eager to learn.
3
Wendell Wilkie, One '.»'orlu in Pref --ices to P^ace y
(New York: bimon and scnuster, 1943)7 437 pp.
o
J. H. Whitaker, "New Emph. ses in Geography," Peabody
Journal of Fduc- tioH f 21i226, January, 1944.
^ Harold Gluck, "Geography Today," Social Studies ,
32:299, November, 1941.

2Raymond 3. Fosdick, President of the Hockefelier
Foundation, admirably stated tne objective and need for
greater understanding of tlie v.orid today, in tiic teucners*
foreword of Geograpiiy A rowing t**e World by W. H, McConnell*
Wit:i tiie wori'j. closely knit togetiier by the adv:.nce
of technology, every coui*try has an inescapable obligation
to be intelligent about ita newly found nei^iUbors. V/ith-
out any definite intention to build a world like this,
we suadenly fina oaraelvcs living on each other's door-
steps. We do not have to approve everyti*ing our neighbors
do, but we face tlie necessity of living close together in
the same «^orld with ti^em; and if we remain i^-norant about
taem— how taey triink ana live an^. wuat sociax ana
culturax purpose motivate tiiem— the distruct and suspicion
which ignorance alvays crtates will in xhe end lead to new
catastrophes. No intelligent man can ever again say about
any political event or social process in any part of the
world: "This is notliing that need intere&t me."^
To the child reading GeOKTapiiy Around tne 'Vorld by
W. R. McConnell, this exi)lanation of Uie need for studying
the world ana its peoi.le is directed.
The earth is your home. You can never know too much
about it. Each year you will learn ino^-e through your
study of geography. You will learn still more by reading
books, magazine ii, and newapap/ers. You will travel over
parts of it ana see it for yourself.
Alrta-y you know that it is a great rouna bell. Part
of it is lana and a larger part is water. Almost every-
wliere on the land people are living. They are like you
in som- v/ays ;ina aifferent in some ways, but ti*ey all
need the same tilings you do.
^ Pv. HcConnell, leograrhy Around tiie V/orld . (New
York: Rand ??cNally, 1946), foreword.
«
6
Ships sail back and forth across the oceans. Airplanes
fly over the land and water, halfway around the earth in
two or three days. Over the radio you listen to people
speaking from every continent, guid you heai' their woras as
soon as taey apeak them. The eartii is your home.g. There
are no fara'.vay places, really, or strange people.
Since histoid and geography are so cxoaely allieu it
seemed reasonable to believe th t some history was taught
along with geography. It seemed to be an interesting study
to find out how much of what is taught under the subject of
geography cculd be classified as hlstoi^.
This study was based upon geography textbooks because
it has been found thi.t teaching has greatly depended upon
6textbooks. Conil'orth stated in her study of history
textbooks th:-t the textb:?ok still very largely dominates
much cla^src^om instruction. In agreement with this conclusion
is Bamesberger who founu that tiie textbook exercises a
direct and extensive influence upon curriculum an.. teacLir^
metnods. LJhe founa tiiot it is probable that ti^e baaic
textbook is the greatest factor in deteraining the amount of
Ibid., p. 224.
6
Marie ComforUi, Analysis of the Tre..tment of .the
World War in Eleven Junior lli^-h School Textbooks (unpublisned
Master's U-esis, 3oJton UniVcX*£i^ty
,
Boston, 1942), p. lb.
7 Velda Bernesberger. Appraisal of a Social Gtudiee
Course f (New Yorkt Bureau of Publication:37 Teachers College,
1928), p. 62.
c
4information acquirea by pupi-s ana that the average teachtri
even with a courae of stuoy containing a variety of activitit^s
and a wealth of reference materials, is inclined to follow
rather cloaely the basic textbcok.
Therefore, if history Is taught along with the teaching
of geograriiy, hist rical material probably woula be pai't of
the textual inX'ormation of geography books. In regard to
history and geography textbooks Orr found that probably in
no otiier country is as mucii depenaeiice placea on textbooks
as in the United States and ttieX tliis is especially time in
history and geography claanes and in no otl^er clr.sses are
attitudes toward other people so apt to be built.
The organization of the geography texts, stuaied in
this analysis, followed closely the plan of building worth-
while attituaes towax^i otlier people ti^rough an unaerstanuing
of tiic way ottiers live aiid make a living. The regional basis
for geography study has been accepted in tiie United States by
a majority of geographers. Typical regions of the world were
selected for 3tuay by all textb -ok authors. The Belgian Coi%^o
was used frequently to typify a warm, moist lana, while the
lip^riet Orr, Mistory Textbooks and International
Attitudes, Social Studies
^
32:266, October, 1941.
9
M. A. Cashen, Interrelationship Between Textbooks in
Geogra^^hy, Gcience-pedagogy of Geography, (unpublished Master's
thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1942;, p. 72.

desert life of the Bedouin Arabs was used as anotiier regional
unit of stuJ^«
Typical regions of thi world we*e visited by the
children through textbook reading, as a aieans of ahov/iiTg how
man adjusts himaelf to his environnsent. The Journey treatment
introduces geographic concepts in n^^tural settings accordii^g
to Dodge .^^ Imaginary Journeys were taken by the children to
11
visit the homes of ciiildren in aistant lanas. Stull found
that Journey geography s^its elementary ijchool pupils and
that tiiey enjoy visits to fai' off places.
Different typical regions were visited in the
imaginary Journeys but the plan of stuc3y for eacii region was
about the same in all of the ten books* The material was
divided into units of stuoy with various types of questions
at the end of each unit. Graphs, maps anu illustrations
related to the textual material were inciuaed in eaca book.
Riaiard Dodge anci Earl Lackey, The V>'oi-ld ajid Its
People
,
( New York: Rand McNally, 191-2), iv.
^ DeForest Stull ana Roy lUacii, Journeys Tlirough
Many Lands, ( Bostom Axiyn and Bacon, 1\K1) , iii
.
f
SELECTION OF TEXTS
For thia analysis of liie^torical content in foux^-fcT&de
geographies ten of the most recent on-^ wiceo./ ueea fourth-
grade books were selected* For a list of the geography books
analyzed see Table I.
It will be noticed that two of the books selectea are
by the same authors | Wallace Atwood and Helen Thomas. There
is a definite reason for this# The book named Visits in
Otixer Lanc-s was chosen because of its recent publication date
in 1943. : Iomelife j^n Faraway Lanas seemed a wise choice for
it is the geograpiiy text used in our system at the present
time.
All of the textbooks have been publisiied between 1932
and 1946: one eacli in 1932, 19:. 6, 1938; three in 1939; two in
1941; one in 1943; and one in 1946. All but two of the texts
were published after 1938. The oldest book was published
ttiirteen years ago, and the newest is ^ust off the press in
1946. The aver^-ge age of the books stuaiea is about five
years.
e
7TABLE I
A LIST OF THE T FOURTH GRMjE QEOGmpm TFXTS STUDIED
AFilAIIQED ACCORDIHG TO TlIE DATE <F PUBLICATION
1« Richara Dodge and Earl Lac«.ey« The Worla ana Its People *
(New Yorks Rand McNaily, 19o2;.
2. Harlan larro'^'S an^ Bdith Parker. Journeys in Distant Lends,
(New York: Silver Burdett, 1936;.
3. v/allace Atwood aiid Hejisn Thomas, Hoiaelife in Faraway Lands
^
(Boston: Qinn, 1938)
•
4« Frederick Branom and Helen Ganey, Our Land and Fay Lanae
^
(New York: Sadlier, 1939)
•
6. Frances Gaxpenter, \ir Neigubors Near and Far, (New York:
American Book, 19o8)
6. J. Russell Smith, H'orld Folka . (Philadelphia: Winiiton,
19S9)
.
7. a» Bodley, People of Other Lana^i > (lie.. York: Irot^uois,
1941)
&• De Forest Stull and Roy Hatch, Journeys Tnrough Many Lams %
(Boston: Allyn and 3acon, 1941),
9. ?/aliace Atwood and Kelen Thomas, Visits in Other LanuS t
(Boston: Oinn, 1943),
10 • W» R, McGonnell, Geo>;raDiw Around the Worid i (iiew York:
Rand Mciially, 194677

CHAPTER II
HELATFD STUDIES
In carrying on researcix to indicate wxiat has been done
in tiie anav^is o^* Fourth Graae geograpliy textb^'Oks for
historical content, it was significant to find tti&t no study
had the identical pu37],o3e of xhis anaxysis, altiiougu four
studies determining historicajL content and a vairiety of
studies in related fiej^ds were read,
Stuaics of cloiiely allied interest were useful in
•mphaaizing the new interest in geograpiiy, in stressing the
close alliance of history and geography ^ and in demonstrating
various methods of value in textbook analysis.
Whitaksr^ armounced tnat there are tiiree neiv emphases
in ^^jeogra-ihy. There is a great iiicrease in ti*e amount of
geography taught, a current eniphasis on global geograpliy, and
an increase in the use of maps, partic^olarl^ polar maps. One
of the causal factors of tue renewed intQi:est in geography is
th« airplane. Vvhitakex* felt that tt4.is interest would have
come about come about ai^ywa^-, but tliat the war has .nade people
more fully avmre of how close tiiey really are to eaca otiier in
J. R. mitaker, "New 7i:iflphas€3 in Geography Peabody
Journal of Education
. 21:S24| January, 1944,
Ir
in tems of air distance. He repoi^a that a stuu/, made by
2
Virgil Ilerrick I of probiexaa in the elementary sciiocls in the
Middle West, found tiiat the only questions in Uie fiela of
! social studies dealt v/itii g«ography. As a rtsult of his
tabulation, Professor Herrick calls this a time of a
renaissance in geography in the public schools.
Children are learning more geographj' than ever before
and t.*e general public is leaiTiing rig^it a^ciig wit*, them.
This is defi^iitely due to the wai—-so graphically portrayed
in oagazines, newspapers, over the radio, and in the theater*
While history icj being made the world is le turning geography.
The emphasis is greater than ever befoi^e. Therefore, stuuies
of geography and geography textbooks ^iould be very important
in keeping pace with and advancing with thio new emphases*
Both geograpiiy ana history have felt the impact of the
3
war. Davis
, in an article c .lied, "Historians Awake I"
stressed the need for teaching histoi;>' in relation to present
da^ issues. He cites tx.e exazople of Hitler, who manipulated
social and historical issues to create worla destruction, lie
feels ti^at hiatory teachers have a heavy responsibility in
preventing: such catastro;:ho8 tiiroagh be-.ng vwake to the
dangers of such doctrines.
Ibid., p. 22b.
3 Harold Davis, Historians Awakei** §ocial Studies ,
3£i61»52, Februar:y> 1942.
i
10
The war has not only affected the subject matter beiiig
taught bat also teaching metiiods. The ar^y tx^ainin^; program
has jolted education conjiaerably, an^i has aiioviti what can b«
taught c^uickiy and effectively.
4
In ^^uppfi't's stuay of the Correlation Between
Orography and History in an Army Air Force College Training
Program, the anny points the wa^ to gr€<uter cooperation in
organizing- tixe cii^'riculiira anu streo. es the close relation^xiip
of geography and history*
A trainee for a commission in the Array Air Forces must
have a well balancea education. He must be aware of causes,
developments, and meanings in war. It was found tiiat
»
geography and history contribute to these objectives. Subject
matter, in tne fields of geography an^i history, noeus to be
closely anxi effectively correlated to give tiie Army Air Forces
tlie e^reatcat possible service.
The average trainee believes that histoiv is largely a
thing of tiie p^*st—a conglomeration of isol tea dates and
facts. Hia attitude toward geography' i3 a narrow, restricted
one. Huppert found that many students hcd not. haa a thoroLigh
course in geography' at ai;y level.
^ William Ruppert, "Correlation Between aeogr:.ph^ and
History in an Axrmy Air Forces College Training Program? *
Education^ 64j610f Acril^ 1944.
cc
11
"Since history anc* geography are, by the nature of Uieir
content, closely related, it is desirable to furtiier this
relationship by careful course org&iiii station in botu fields",
Sfi^s l^uppert» This was the first kind of cooperat-ton between
hicitory ana geography departments in corrfci,.ting their work
•fX'ectively in an ara^- program.
Ruppert speaks of tiie present trend in the public
school systems ana the colleges of tiie United States, toward
improving courses in history aiiu starting courses in geography.
Ue feels tLi&i since these closely reli ted subjects have provvid
80 valuable in this v/ar, the public is recognising them as
important studies. He &a.so states tiiat ti-ie trend is to teach
the fandamentals of geography in relation to historical events
and not separate from tiie.-a. This trena has direct uearing
upon the analysis of historical content in geography textbooks
and is therefore pertinent to thi3 study*
Forest Stull, in a discussion of the status of
geography in tiie social studies program, agreed witii Huppexn»*s
conclusions, lie wrote, "Geography is intimately relati-a to aJ.1
fields of knowledge, but eapecidly to science and history."
" Ibid., p. til.
^ Ibid., p. £12.
7
De Forest GtUil,"Geograpl:iy in the Social Stuai&s
Program," XuIJl^'UX^ Yearbook ^ Kut-icnal Societ/ for
ifeS Study of Education, 1936, p. 69.
1
Geography ana history ai*e so closely intei^koven in
content, it is often difficult to select definite and separate
geographical and historical material. Since one of the
problems of this study was to decide what type of information
could be called historical, reading in this area proved
helpful. A discussion of the results of this reading may be
located in Chapter III.
Since this study was based upon Fourth Grade textbooks,
it was interesting to find the importance of the textbook
discussed again and again in articles and studies of
geography.
Q
In Tyler's opinion the textbook is frequently tiie most
effective means of helping stuaents organize their iaeas. In
an article about textbooks, Tyler showed that tne textbook is
now used in a veiy different world than a few years agO; and
that because of this, the uses of the textbook have changed.
He does not believe in discarding the textbook, for he says
that it has an important function m i^elping the student
g
"make meaningful his experiences". If the textbook is used
for this purpose, Professor Tyler believes it v;ill have a
major role in the modern school.
^ Ralph Tyler, "Place of the Textbook in Modern
Education^" rlarv..u"d Educational Review , ll:c32. May, 1941.
c
From Orr's study she Judged that tiie ttxtbook
txercisea a direct ana e:<ten3ive irifluence ui.>on tiie curriculum
and upon teachirig methods. She founu tl^at the attitudes cf
students were directly traceable to their textbooks study.
She reported that there is a great dependence upon textbooks
• specially' in geogr-aT^ and history classes.
11Comforth di covered that the textbooks used in
junior high scnools varied greatly in ttieir treatment of the
World War. A wiue variety of evcnta we.'e located in the
•leven boo^.s whicx^ were analyzed ana a great aifference of
opinion was sliOttn in the im; ortance cf the events of the war.
The chil/i*3 idea of an event as studied frora one textbook ma^'
be ^uite different from tliat as studied fi-om a different text.
She concluded that i% is a problem for eaucutors to find out
exactly i^at our te:^tbook3 ta e teaciiir^ American chjilaren.
One of the greatest problems in curri'^ulum construction
ia t2ie selection of corxtt nt and wi*iters of textbooks admit
thai ti^eir gmx problem is to decide what matei'ial to include
Harriet Orr, "History Textbooks and International
Attitudes," Jocial StuaieS y o2:264, October, li^41.
11
Uarie Comforth, "Analysis of the Treatment- of the
World War in Eleven Junior High School History Textboks,"
(unp blished Master's tliesis, Boston University, Boston, lub2)
p. 136.
ee
in their books, stated Rugg. In a discaeaion of the social
studied
I Hugg etaphaaized the value of history as a means of
aaiting pupi-ls more intelligent about the problenis of every day
life. He felt that ti^e sort of history r.nd the amount of
historical reference needed to properly understand modern
problems ouglit to be taught.
He reviewed social studies books to find out m^at per
cent of niatory was included, a. proximately what dates were
used, and what historio<>x charactei s wex^e enumerated* As a
result of his stUv.y he diiicovex'ed tlie*'e was a great need for
reconstruction of history courses • He founa that what goes
into the elementary school textbooks is of vital sigxiificance
for the textbook forms tiie basis of instmction.
In an appraisal of a social stuuies course,
Bamesberger*^*^ reported tiiat the courses for the fii'st nine
graaes of the scliool SjStem wnici^ sne studied, combine the
work in history, geography, and citizensiiip into large units
of subject matter. Sone of these units of work were almost
Harold Rugg, "The Social Ctuaies," Third Yearbook
of the Department of Superintendence
^
1925, p. 217-224.
*^ Velda 3amesberger, Apprai sax o£ a Social studies
Course t (New York: 3u. eau of Publications, Teachers College,
1928), p.3.

15
all made up of geographic material, while otriers seesied to be
mainly historical. In some of tiie units both geography and
history were combii.td* As for example, Uk study of Greece
where the hi3toriCf.l b'ickground was considered necessary to
bring about an underistand-ng of tne geography of tiie country.
14
Sasiesberger also stated tiie im. orti^ce of the baaic
textbook in determining tiie aiiiount of information acsi^ii^d
by pupils. She judged that the avera^;^ teacher very closely
follows the basic textbook and that tlierefore it is the
greatest factor in detennining what information is learned in
most geography clc-sses. Since this stuay dealt with textbooks
In geography it wua significai^t to find such a viewpoint.
Researcn suggesting how othei-;i haa atti.cked a pjroblem
concemir^ the analysis of textbooks was v- iuabie in the
organization of iliis stuoy. Several interesting studies to
determine historical and geographical content in various types
of textbooks were examic^a.
16
Lunaberg reported a great diversity of opinion shown
In the extent and variety of material in social studies text-
books, lie also found a grei t difference of opinion as to
14
Ibid
.
,
p. 63.
Gleorge Lundberg, "Political, Social, and Economic
Objectives as Treated in iecent Social Stu-^ies Textbooks,"
(unpublishfd Master^s tr^esis, ;>03ton University, Boston,
1034), p. 73.
fI
116
1
=
1
how much historical information shoi^ld be included m
geography books. He outlined the procedure of textbook e>iam-
ination as he analyzed the texts to find if the histopicil
content has been apecifice i.1^ inserted by the ai tlior v/iti* a
definite objective.
16
Pierce conducted a stuuy of textbooko to aeterinine
civic attitudes found in them. It i3 si^nificaiit to note
that Pierce located on ti^e whole far less miXeriul tenaing
towai'd civic education in geogra^-ihies than in other books
sux'veyed in the stuuy. The geograx)hy books were also examined
to determine tiie contributions to hiotor^' maae ly the regions
or countries stu.-ied in eacu book. Althougii tue chapters con-
tained much Information about mai^/ countries, & statement
about the contributions of Ital^^ to history was very interest-
17
ing. Pierce said that Italiari art, architecture, science,
music, the influence of the Latin language, and Homan law
upon the civilized worla, are the diief contritutioi s made
17
by the Italians, accoraing to the geographies. It would seem
that in tl*e geograi-^h^ texts tiiat aiie studied txiere were iteas
of tlie kind of historic;^ content whic. tiii^ stuuy analyzed.
16
3essie L. Pierce^ Civic Attitudes in American
School Textbooks, (Chicauo: University of Chic?ii?o Press, 1938),
p. 176.
Ibid., p. 179.
€
117
t
In a study to determine ^^diether ti-e amount of ^^eo-
graphic content in third grade readers is increai^ing or
18decreasing, *feighen found a wealth of matei'ial. In the
analysis of twenty third Grace readers, ten of which were
published before 1930 anu ten later than 1930, Meighen listed
the namea of tiie places introduced and noted the ttjpe of
infoi*raation given in each stcrj-'. For illustration ohe used
the countries of Ji:pan and Arabia as treated in the stories.
In tabulating the geographic content of each book, a country
or legion was counted onl^- once, even if tt^e place was mention-
ed sevcra-L times. In the tabulation of historical topics tiie
3sme proceaure was used in Chapter III of this analysis.
Meighen selected a great deal of material about far off places
from the stories wiiic*^ Si^e presented in tables to ahow the
kinds and nuaiber of geographic references.
In aiiswer to the ^^ue^t^on of \i4iat is to be done about
8toi»ies wiiich introauce geographic settings -ssential to tiie
appreci.^tion of reading content, Meiguen states her opinion*
The radio, tlie automobile, the morning newspapeiS, and
family converisation have cai*riea evtn tue youngest child
out of his immediate environment into vvorla interesjts so
we snoala not ueprive Ci*ildren of stories about far av.a^'
lands but we, as teachers, must give attention to setting
18
?T«igh«n and Edith Barth, "Geographic Slate rial in
Third Headers." Elementary/ En;;rllsh Heview. 16i299^ Mav, 19SS.

the stage for the reading of Uiio material* V,'e must
clarify concepts and buila up new mes nin^r*.'^*^
In conclusion Uel^ien felt that her stuay revealed
interesting facts. There was very little difference in the
amount of inate^^ial in third reauers before ana after 1930 so
the age of the reading book makes very little difference in
the amount of geographic content, "•here is a great amount
of geograpiiic material introduced in third readers which
Children woala not understand unless the^ knew more about the
regions introuuced. Man^^ items used in the stories neeaed
the use of maps and pictures for undei standing. These con-
clusions, about the geographic content in third readers,
were studied to determine whether they were true in relation
to the historical content of geography texts.
The objective of UiC stad^' of "Latin American Content
in Some Basic Tests in Use in ti;e United States", by J. Donald
21
Neill, was to find out Just what material was m each text-
book. The textbooks studied were publiaiied between 1938 and
1942 and he tried to f^nd out if there was more material in
1938 or in 1942.
19
20
Ibid . . p. 300.
Ibid., p. 301-
21 J . Donald Keill, "Latin American Content in Some
Basic Tests in Use in the United States," Joumal of Education-
jli Research ^ S3tl7&, November, 1944.

The results of hXB study are not important to this
analysia but hia method of attackirig hi a probicsa was very
helpful^ lie sut;.ge3t€d looking for topics of greatest
liaportancfc ana for similar topics in the texts- He auggested
alao, stud^'ii:^ material in i-eiationa to the publication dates
of Uic textbooks.
Neill's was a very atimulating article, full of
challenging questions about the content of textbooks used
in the United States today ana his article iriade the reader
feel tJfiat an analysis of textbooks could be u contribution
to eaucation.

CHAPTER III
AIJALYSIS OF TEN F'XJKTH GR/wS GEOGHAPlii TEXTBOOfCS
FOR HISTORICAL CO*NTEI^T
In the analysis of the ten Fourth ^rrade geography text-
books to determine the historical content a wide variety of
material was found. Just how much history w^ s taught in each
was discovered by studying each text. As each of the books
was read, the material with historical content was marked.
It seems simple to sac/ that ail of the historical
material was copied word for word. In actual practice the
selection of information was not so simple. The question
arose of Just what could be considered history ana what
geography.
It is possible to take ttie extreme viewpoint tliat all
knowleuge is history and that everything that has happened on
this earth belongs in that classification. While it is agreed
that history has a very wide scope, geograpliy is a vast field
1
of knowledge, also. Stull stated that all knowledge is
interrelated ?ind tliat geography considei-s the relationship
of man and his environment. He aliio s^iid th -t geograihy is
especially related to history and science.
De Forest Stull, "Geography in the Social Stuaies
Prograir^ " Thirty-Fifth Igft^'^^ogK jqX ii^ I^at4Qy«a iiiiCJkfiiy XOT
the Study of Education
^
1936, p. 70.

Hlstoriaaa have often said that geograx^hy is necessaxy
to history and geogpaphen have said the same thii:ig about
history in relation to geography. The subjects are
2
distinguiiiuable, accordiiig to Stull, in tiiat geography is
related to present day environment and history ia related to
paat environment,
3
!!o re and v;ilcox stated tiiat m history is read
^'eographlc facts -li'e le&i^.i&d that have aTfected the history
of tiie WD rid. Another autiiority, Thralls ana Reader,
announced that geography enriches tiie b^vck^rouna of history
and tha^ tne history of evury country hati been influenced by
its geography. Ilany authorities agreed that geography and
history are very closel^^ allied in content.
While geography ai»d history are closely allied, tliey
both liave separate and definite contributions to make to the
pupil's understandii^g of human life. The aiipm fact may be
used in history and geography', yet in an entirely different
way in eacii subject. It is the way a fact is used that
determines its historical or geographic content, not the fact
Itself.
Jbid.
,
p. 72.
3
Clyde '!oore and Lillian Wilcox, Teaching of /eof^aphyy
(Boston: .^jae- ican Hook, 1932), p. 22.
4
Zoe Thralls and Edwin Keeder, Geo^i'ai>hy in the
Eleaentar>' School . (New York: Rand McNallly, 1931), p. 96,
€
Pa-ker stated, "Cias ification hinges upon use and
thQ major ideas gained tlirough use". Hiatorioax content was
selected for this analysis upon ttie basis of riames of x^laces,
persons, aates, mention of government, monuments, and the
contributions of civiJ-izations. If a fact was used to aevelop
or enrich tiie hiiJtorical uiiaex'stanoiAg of one of these, it
was considered to be valuable to this atu-y and copied as
historical content.
^TdiUi Parker, "Investigating the Curriculum in
Geography " Tl-urty-Seccnd Yearbook of tlie Katlonal Societ;/ for
MiS. gtudv o^' Mucation, 193;.
,
p. 103.

SELECT I :H of TEXTJ-IL MATSmL OF KISTOHIG'-.L
In selecting a toi;ic of textual material about a place,
a definite historical event, building, or city had to be in-
cluded. Mere mention of the place was not considered enou^.
An event, such as the Battle of Gettysburg or Columbus*
discovery of America, named in connects on with the place made
the item of value*
In aelectir^g items from the texts about buildings, Just
the mention of Independence HeuLl was not aefinite enough, but
vhen tXie event of the signing of the Declaration of Independ-
ence was included, trie topic was selected* The Cairo Museum,
when mentioned in connection witii objects from the ancient
Egyptian tombs, was considered to be of historical content.
As ex^-ia, les of cities, Nineveh and Babylon were oiil^
named and no other information was given about titem so they
were not useful as historical content. On the other hana,
Pompeii, was included for the text enumerated tht story of
the c:.ty*s exc vation ana value as an aid to underetanaing how
tiie people there lived. For the saiie reason, axi item which
told about ancient Atliens, the Acropolis, ana the effect of
Greek architecture upon our modem public builaings, was
chosen. A modem city, Genev.
,
was tiie topic of a valuable
item vvhicli told of tiie functions of the V/orld Cf>urt.
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lata 0wiae bw£»ie> Wis.&> used £or aelec^iij^ xii4»tora.c;:.l
conte*it about peopl« as for jjilaces. Tiifc inl'omation haa to
b« of defiiiite value, for extimpiei tae men, Hobert Peary
and Roald .ununaseit, were lucxucied because oi Uie excexlent
deacriptioiia of their polar expxoratioiiB wiiici* cou-Ld be
conaidei-ed hiatoiy* Groups of x>eople were cdosen sucxi aa the
Momons, tiie Pilgrims anu the Inuxaxis for their contributions
to the settlement ana devei-oi isent of the United States* A
Biilitar;y hero, Geox'^e va^ihingtoni was chosen from an item
about his courageous staixx at Vuxley Foige* Tue hero of a
country, William Telx, was sexected aa an exa:nple of one who
loved freedom most of all*
It was considered that a date related to an historical
event as Uxe date of the builda.ng of the 3\iez Canal, tue date
of the signing of tiie beclaration of Indexjenaence, anu tne
date of the discoveiv of U-e Nortii Pole, all uad historical
content. It may be saiu here that dates foi'med a very sma-il
amount of this stuuy because they wex'e so few in number
throj^out the texts. Instead of definite dates, the phrases,
"hundreds of years ago", "loz>g ago", and otiicr indefinite
measures of time were found in the textual information.
Information pertaminii: to governneiit was used if tixe
item told of some definite phase, as for example, the laws of
the Homans anu the efforts to effect peaceful sett-cement of
quarrels bv the World Court at The Hajgue*
c
The descriptions of monuments and atatuciS w^re classi-
fied as tOi-ica if tiie reason for them w< 8 cxeariy statea in
relatu.on to history. The Lincoln :4enorj.ajL, tut statue of
William Tell, aiid the Statue of Libcii^y, ai*e examples of
aonumenta which were stuaied as part of tiiis analysis.
Finally, the contributions of civiii ^ati vons to the
history of tiie world were selected. The alphabet of the
Phoenici8ii.i, the language of xJliq Romans, snd the art of tixe
Greeks were in this classification.
All Uie textuax material was chosen on a definite basis
using the classification set forth ii. tiiis section. Samples
of historical content were placed in tnis stuay to show the
exact kina of information uaed and the type of material which
was rejected. In the next section numerous samples are
anialyzed to show how the standards for selection were met.

SA--1PLES OF TI XT'JAL !^\TERIAL 'IF illGI >HICAL CONTENT
The atsjiaards set for the selection of textUia-. caatej:*iai
of historical conterit were followed Cu.refully in collecting
material for stuciy* Two references to William T^ll s^iowed
definite historic^^l information. In 'T>ur Land and Far Lanao
by Jranoia and Ganey, a siiort clear paragraph is given.
One of the gret.t heroes of Swi^s history is V/illiam
Tell, He helped to drive out some of the e:.ieinies of
Switzerland about six hundred years ago, Almoat every boy
and girl has heard tae stor^' of Vvil_ian Tell shooting the^
apple off the heaa of his son by means of a bow and arrow*
The second reference froa Peoiij^e of Other L^nds by
G, H. 3odley, was mucii lor^ger yet gave essentially tlie acme
infonnation witii tiie addition of interetiting conversation
and more detail of the shooting of tlie apple.
The stor^' of Wiliisai Tell, wheu^er Lrue or not, shows
the bwiss love of freedom. ILmrtds of yerju's a^o,
Switaeriaiiu was ruieu by aii Austi-aan governor wiio was very
cruel to his people. To force thca to show him respect,
he iiau Lia hat hung on a pole in tJue market place, and
commanded them to bow to it as the:^' passed. All who
failed to do sc were punislied.
One rnsn, named William Teil| woula - ot bow to the
governor's hat. So he and his little son wer-e seized and
taken before tiie governor.
"1 am told," said the govex'nor, "th;<t you are a
wonderful shot witli a bow anu arrov;, :;ow prove it. Your
Frede -ick Branon and Helen Ganey, 'Our I>and and Far
Lands y (New York: Sadlier, 1939), p. 94.
f
boy shall staiiu om. hunure- paces frcn you, vfli.^ an appxe
on his head. If you can split thut apple with an arrow,
your life is spured. 3ut^ if you miss the a»;ple or kill
tixe boy, you shall aie at once,"
VJtiGX father v/oul.. Gave his owii life in this wiiy? Tell
rcfusei to shoot at tne i^piile. Then tiic ^ovexTior said
that if he did not do as he was ccEjLian.:ed the boy would
be slain before their eyes.
Vfhat could poor Wiliirjn Tell do? Asking, for hi a bow,
he drew two arrews from their c^uiver. As he fitted one
of thea into the bw-r, the boy stood straight anc. itiil,
facing his faUitr, waiting- for tiie iar. cv/. Sv/iftly it
sped, ana tiiC apple- fell, cut in half.
"And the second arror, v/hat of t'nat?" asked the
governor.
"That arrow was for you, tyraiit, if I had missed ssy
first shot", ansiyered Tell.
7
Both items about William Tell were considered to be
valuable to the historic;- 1 information bein^; collected
btcause the,, tola of a fcsious pe ^aon, an important event, and
,
ahowed how the fjwiss love freedom.
The his oric; 1 content of the paragraphs about William
Tell was contrasted v;ith a pr\ra raph about David from the
"t^^t- Jour..ey8 in 1 istant L. -nds by Harlan Barrows and Edith
Parker, whicxi was not of Vfilue as historical content.
Perhaps y-u know the story of David? Vou can see
ahephex^i boys there tad^.y who have slir^si*ot8 to help
tiis-n g-aard tiieir siicep and ^or.ts from wolvcis Just as
David had, h..ndreds and hundreds of yc- rs ago. /ou can
G. R. 3odley, Peoi^xe of Otiier Lc^naa . (New Yoriii
Iroquois, 1941), p. 52.
r
can watch tliera lead their flocks^from place to pxace in
search of water an^ fresh grasa.^
While this Item mentionea Dixvid as aix histoi-ical
character, there was no derin-t-=r incident or a&te stated. For
example, tiie selection did not tell how David kiilea tiie
giant witli hia slingshot nor how he aided his peoj'le in a
great batt-.e. A child \:o^^^ xieeu .auch more infonaat-cn to
learn the history of David's ffcat frcan the m.-terial given.
World Folfis by j, Russell Gnitli, a oiiort reference
to two fi^nous cities waa reaa. .iowever, on-.y Uie noiiies of ti^e
places were mentioned witii no historical ea^a^is so the
material was rejected as of little value. "A long time ago
there was a citj' here naaea 3abya.on ana another named
Nineveh. They are mentioned in the Bible", stated S^aith.
Anotiier reference to ancient cities was found in
Homelife i,n FaPiu'Ae^i Lanu<> by Wallace /^twooa and iielen Thomas.
Nearly two thousnna years ago tw : cities at the foot
of Mount Vtsuvius were buried beneath asiies from the
volcano ana tae people wa. e killed by the gases. For
hundreds of yeai's tixes^ cities wei'e almost forgotten.
Now tlie^ have b^en uncovered, ana we can walk through tiie
8tr^.ets, look into tae nouses and sliops, and see how the
Rcaiai^s xived long ago.^'-'
^ Harland 3arrows ana Eaith Pa/ker, Journcj>^s in Distaiit
lianas y (Jevi York: Silver Burdett, 1936), p. 86-87.
Q
J. Russell Sisith, World Folks . (Philadeli^hiaJ Winstoi^
1959), p. 147.
Wallace Atwood rnd Helen Thomas, Homelife in
Faraway Landg, (Boatoni 3inn, 1938), p. 147.
f
#This reference was definite in giving information aLout
tlie tii'apt-oii of Houiit Veauviuj, tlie location o-" ana
destruction of two citiea, tiie uncovering of the ruins, and
the value oX tliese ruins in helping* people underatund how tne
Romans lived. AltliOJ^fh no dates were given in actual rigu-^'es
for the events, the pttrajes "nearly two tnousand /ears ago",
**for hundreds of years", and "long ago" all aes^gnate t^ie
element of txine.
In tl^e tv/o sectionj about the Suez Canal quoted below,
definite hiatoricc.l infoimiation wa3 given. The ly^xvo^r^.^gaz
told tite d.-te of building, txie location of the c^^nal ana the
importance of it as an eiigmeering i:>roJect. In Vxsxta in
OUier Lands by Wallace Atwood and Helen Tnomas Uiis was ciiO&ei
for study.
The time o^-ae wnen men beg:^n to thii*k of ways of
sltortening these long roundabout shipping routes. In tiie
yeax* ISG^- a canil for iiiips v/aj dug Virough tiie Istiiraus of
Suez, v/hich joins Africa to Gouthwe^it Asia. It was naiued
the Sues Canal, jfou can see from the map tl^at tiie Suez
Canal n ide Uie Mediterrtinean Sea and tiie Red Sea a short
cut from trie Atlantic. Ocean to tne Inaian Oceaxt, ana so
to tiie Pacific Ocean. -^^
Essentially the saae historical content about the Suez
Canal was found in PeoDlo of Otlier Lands by G. R. Bodley.
.Vallace Atwood enl Helen Thomas, Visits in Other
La^dS y (3o3ton: Ginn, li^io) , p. 191*

(Filially in 1869, engineei^s aug a greai c nai, the Guez
canal, through the isti:imu3 of Suez, thus joining the
."JediteiTanean and tiie lied 3&&.. Tue opening of the ouez
canal has aaded greatly to the traae on the Mediterranean
and has made of tiiia inl:.nd sea a ver/ important highway
over wAich ships of all nations are continually coming
and going.^2
Another great engineering accoaplishaent of great
antiquity is the Great v/all of China. The location of tiie
wall, tlie extent of itd construction, and ita i^urpose in
isolating China from otiier people, were descx'ibed in The Jorid
,
aad Its P(i GU'le by HiciiaL^d Dodge ana Earl Lackey.
From early da^'s the Chinese wished to keep otlier people
from corning into tlieir country. To htlp do tiiia, one of
tiie ^Jhinese rulers built a greci>«t wall wi.ich still stands.
This wall is north of Peiping and extends westward from
the sea 1,700 niles.^^
Two topics were foiinu co**x,a-.iiiii6; i.iiiitoric«j. infonaation
about people whicii could be used as sanplea of material
acceptatle and not acceptable to this analysis. The first,
about tiie blackfellows of Australia, told about V.e life aiid
future of these straii4,e natives. However exciaination failed
to show a definite diite, person or event niimed in the item.
Therefore, although Uiis was historical material it did liot
meet the standard of selection used in this study.
G. H. Bodley, People of Other Lands . (New York:
Iroquoia, 1941), p. 64.
IS
Hichard Dodge and Earl Lackey, ^3*^ ';'/o,r;Ld .fJid Its
People y (New York! Rand HcNally, 1932), p. 106.

!fo one knows how iorj^ tLese strai^gfe bl&CKfallows have
lived in Australia. They have no written hlstoi^^ They
were ti^ere when the w.*ite men came, liviiig nuci* as tiiey
do now. They are not eegcr to learn nev. ti*ii-gs. £omt-
tiaies one will leave his own people and go to work on a
cattle station. Usually he aoes not st.^^ lon£, for life
is much easier for him in the bush. A sjLjaple life of
hunting and fishing pleases him best.
The blackfellows are disappear ing. They are beirig
pushed fartlier and fai'ther into the back country \»iiich the
Au3trcJ.ians- call "outback" and scnietiine tl^ey may disappear
altogetlier."*^
In contrast to the indefinite statements about black-
ffellows was u^e following acceptallt selection about Taaman.
Across the narrow atrip of sea from !.!elbourne is a
state of Australia "K-u^ich is not a pai t oi* the continent.
It is an island v/hich was discovered centuries ago by a
sailor named Tasaan. Thou^^^ Tasaan wa3 from llollana, he
did not take tiie laiid for his cm country. It was settled
by Englisii people aiia is liow a part of U*e country of
Australia.
The pctragraph wa..* consiaered to meet the re<^uire2ientij
of historical information because it told the name of a
definite person, his notive courtr*/, his occupation, his
discovery of and the settlement of an important island. Ho
definite date of discovery was given, but an idea of time
was conveyed in the phrase ''centuries ago".
'S, R. McConnell, GeograTr^hy Around tiie World s (New
York: Hand McNally, 1946), p. 171.
Ibid . . p. 174,
c
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To b« consider-ed of VL,lue to this aiiol^ ais an item aid
not necesoai*!^ have to be of lengtii. It wad not txie number
of words tiiat determined wortii in selection but retiier the
relationship to historical information. A short sentence was
qualified in this exaiapie from Our Land taia Far Lands by
Frederick 3ranom £-jiq Helen Ganey, which 3aid| "We reacu
Gettysburg and stop and visit the graves of many soldiers who
fought in the Civil War"."^^ Although ver;- brief the item told
of a definite event of the Civil War.
Two paragraphs about the famous Peace Palace were used
for they told of its location, its donor, aiid its purpose.
Stull : rentioned the World Ccurt and Caipenter described iiow
q;^arrels could be peaceably settled.
The next dsy a short trip by train brir^gs us to a city
called The Flague. This is where the Queen of Hollanc
lives and where the famous Peace Palace is. This stetexy
building, surrounded by beautiful grounas, is the gift of
our own Andrew Carnegie. Here the 'A'orla Court holds its
meetir-gs.^*?
In Our Neijsnbors Hear and Fax' by ranees Carpenter was
found this iter, wiiich told of the purpose of the Peace Palace.
Frederick 3ranom and Helen Ganey, Our Lana $Lna Far
Lands^ (New York: Sadlier^ 1929), p. 6.
17
De Forest Stull and Roy Hatch, Journeys Throu^rh Many
Lands, (Boston: Allyn and 3acon, 1941), p. 100.
c
The Dutch are a hai'cl-workii:;g, sturdy people* They art
cala and quiet. They love peace. In The lla^ie, there is
a building called the Palace of Ptace tiiat was built by
an /aneric£in, Andrew Carnegie. Mere different mitions laay
come to talk over their aifferences ana settle ti^eir
quarrels in a peaceable manner. IS
From the samples of historical content analyzed in
this section, it may be seen that a definite basis for select-
ion was followed in the study of the ttn Fourth Gruue
geograpiiy textbooks.
After all tiie textual material of historical content had
»
been selected} it was copied word for word and placed in tiie
section titxtd, Historical Information, in the Appendix for
reference. Since tiie pai^a^^raphs of mi^terial were unwielay to
handle in discussions and in laaking tables, topics were
written for each part of ttie historical information. For
example, the topic pyramids wsus used to designate a paragraph
or group of paragraphs, about the Egyptian p.,. rapids. For
paragraphs of description of the exploraL^ons of Columbus Just
the topicLf^ -C^'^g^AJs^ was used.
Afte each item of historlccil content was assigned a
topic, all the topics were listed by textbooks. These lists
were placed in Uiis section unaer ^he title, Topics of
Historical Information.
18 Frances Carpenter, Our Neighbors Near and Far,
(New York: American Book, 1939)
,
p. 166.
«
TOPICS OF IIISTOHrCAL ISPOR^MIQN
Wallace Atwood and Helen ThomD3| Homellfe in Faraway Land
(Boston: Ginn, 1938)
•
1* Peary
e. 3yrd
3« Amundsen
4* Settlement of Paris
5* Latin
6» Home
?• Roman laws
8« Buried citiesi Pompeii
9* Athens
10. Greek writing
11 • Phoenicir^s
12 » Phoenicians trade
13* Phoenicians ships
14« Phoenician alphabet
16. Greek writing
16. Pyramids
i"^* Egi'ptian art
18. Cairo '!u3eum
19. Sg>'ptian writix^
20. Coliffiibus* voyage
Wallace Atwooa and Helen Thomas, Visits in Other Lands,
(Bartons Qinii, 1943).
1. Joseph in Egypt
2. Egyptian tesiples
3. Pyramids
4. Egyptian ai't
5. History of silk—legend
6. Coluaabus* voyage
7. Suez Canal
6. Panama Ganiil
9. Settlement of Mew World
10. Spanish in Argentina
11. Portuguese in 3razil
I
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Harlan Barrows an4 Edith Parker, Journc-ye in Ijx&t&xxl Lands ^
(New York: Silver Burdett, 1936).
1. Mosques
2^ Iraq ruins
3* Early writing
4» EgyptItiii temples
5« i''yraiaic.s
6. Pompeii
?• Athens--legend
G. H. Bodley, People of .CVtLer Lands t (New York: Iroquoi8,1941)«
1
2
3
4
6
6
7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
26
Lincoln Highway
Peaiy
^rd
/uaundsen
Chac*Lleton at South
Gcott at South Pole
Egyptian temples
Pyraaias
iiphinx
Cairo l^seum
J^osquea
!^!ohasinedans
Swiss Governm^t
Wil^iaa Tell
Datch in Australia
Phoenicians
Phoenician alphabet
Greek temples
Greek art
Roman roads
Rcaian idlers
Roman laws
Northmen
3x*ea^ Waxl of China
uonfaciua
Cook—Australia
>ole
I4
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Frederick 3r^nom and Helen Ganey, Our Land and Far Lftnda«(N»w
York: SaOlier, 1939).
1. Statue of Lib«:i»ty
2. General Grant's Tomb
3. Independence Hall
4* Liberty Bell
5* Declai'ation o£ Independence
6« Valley Forge
7. Gettyabui^
8. Peary
9« Stefansson
10* MacMilian
11 • Byx»d
12. Amundsen
13. Moii'SUKaedand
14. A-'osquea
15* Egyptian temples
16 • Egj-ptian pyramids
17. Eg^^ptiari art
15. Cairo Museum
19. bt. Bernard ilOi^pioe
20. William Tell
21. cigypti-an writing and alphabet
22. Phoenician alpeu^abet
23. Greek art
24. IlOEoan roads
25* Columbus
26. Pilgrims
27. Norsemen
28. Great Wall of China
29. Dutch in Australia
30. Cook in Australia
Frances Carpenter, Our i:ieifcubors liear ai^u Far . (I.'ew York:
American Dook, 1939).
1. Magellan
2. Lincoln Highway
3. Peary
4. 3yrd
5. Amundsen
6. Egyptian temples
7. Pyramids
»
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
25
27
28
29
30
Eg^'ptian wx'iting
Molitjaaiedana
St. Bernard Hospice
Swiss Government
William Tell
Dutch Government
Peace Palace
Phoenic iens
Phoenician alphabet
Greek temple
e
Line 'In Memorial
Roman rulers
Roman roads
Homan laws
Greek cii't
Pilgrims
Zuez Canal
Poiapeii
Norsemen
Great Wail of China
Chinese civilization
Hicherd Dodge and Earl Lackey, The World and Jts People y (Ne
York: Hana McNaly, 19o2).
1. Peary
2. 3yrd
3« Amundsen
4* Columbus
6* Statue of Liberty
6. Dutch In America
7. Rome
8« Poirix:»eii
9. Hohaamedans
10* Pyramids
11* Sphinx
12. :-'0SqUtJS
13. Chinese civilisation
14. Great Wall of China
16* South f'Ole
(
W« R. McGoniiell, c^co^aphy Around t,he World, (New York: Hand
MCi^alxy, 1946).
!• Egyptian calendar
2* Pyraaids
3* Egyptian art
4. Greek history
6* Ireek temples
6« Fspench Chateaua
?• Wil-.ic^ Teli.
8, Cook in Australia
9. Dutch in Tasmania
J. Russell Smith, World Folks
^
(Philaaelphia: v^inston, 1935;^).
!• Mayflower
2. Plymouth
3. Roger Willifjas
4* l«arrag'an^^ett Iiidi&ns
&, Coronado
6, Pueblo Indians
7. Mosques
S» Kingaom of Egypt
9. Peary
10. qyrd
11. /onundsen
12. Columbua
13. Portuguese explorers
14. Wilkins
15. Mohaaraedans
16. Egyptian writing
17. Fyraaiids
13. Egyptian art
VJ. ;viliiam Tell
20. Dutch in America
21. Phoenicians
22. Phoenician alphabet
23. Greeks
24. Greek ai't
25. Roman rulers
26. Gloucester
Norsemen
28. Chinese civilization
29. Jjpanese civilization

De Forest stull aivi Hoy Hatch, Joorneya Through l^e^ Lands
^
(Boston: Axlyn and Bacon, X941)
.
1* Magellan
2. Wiley Post
3# Deciai*ation of ludepenuence
4. Betsy R033
6. Gettysburg
6* Mormons
7. Deseret Muaeum in Uteh
8« Peary
9* Anundsen
10 • Byrd
11. StaiLley in Africa
12* Mohansnedcms
13. Eg^'ptian temples
14* Pyraaids
16. Sphinx
16. Columbus
1^. Romun Empire
IS. Colosseum
19. Po*:ipeii
20. Greek temples
21. L€Lg\ie of Nations
22. The Hague
2S« Peace Palace
24. Vikings—Horsemen
25. Great Wall of China
(
TAIM II
TilE OT^EH OF TOPICS OF HISTORICAL CONTENT IN EACii <W TFIE
TEN FOUim-I GRADE TEXT300SS STTDIED
DATS TOPIv^S ILi-JoTimTIONS
15 10
2. 1936 3€irrow8 7 7
3. 1938 Atwoodi Home 20 6
4. 1939 Branom 30 6
6. 1939 Carpenter 30 11
6. 1939 Smith 29 7
7. 1941 Bodley 26 7
B. 1941 Stull 26 17
9. 1943 Atwood, Visits 11 3
10. 194G McConnell 9 3
(I
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TABLE III
THE TEXTBOOKS AHRANGEI; ACCOHDINQ TO THE MtBIBEa OF
TOPICS IN EACH
AUniOE TITLE TOPICS
1. Branom Our Land and Far Lands 30
2. Carpenter Our iieighbora Near and Far 30
3. Smith World Folks 29
4. Bodley People of Otiier Lanas 2b
6. Stull Journeys Through !'!ai^ Lands 26
6. Atwood Homelife in Faraway Lands 20
7. DoGge The World and Its i^eople 16
8. Atwood Visits in Other Lands 11
9. McConnell Geography Around the World 9
10. Barrowa Journeys in Distaiit Lands 7

SUM!-.mBY OF THE HISTOFLICAL TOPICS
A study of the hlstoriCi*! topics selected from tae
textual matei^isl revealed a range of from seven topics in
journeys in Diataiit Lands by llaritiii Barrovvs c,nd E'^ith Parktr^
to thirty topics in two textcoo*».8, Our Lixt^ fci^J. far Lands by
Frederick Branom and Helen Ganey, and Our Nfe^ghbors Near and
^af* by Frances Carpenter. A total number of 2Q2 topics cover-
ed tiie ten texts with an average of 20 to. ics to eacii text.
Hoaelife in Faraway Lams by Walli-xe Atwooa aiid ilelen TnoEas
was nearest to the average numbei witii a total of 21 topics.
For a complete list of the nijinber of topics of historj.cal
contei-t in each textbook see Table II.
It will be notea that the greatest number of topics of
historical information occur in the textbooks publislied in
1839 and in 1941.
Table III uhows a list of the textbooks arr:,ng«sd
according to the number of topics of historical infomation in
each. This table also shows the range of topics very closely.
It seemed to be an iziteresting iaea to sexect one topic
for study in axl ten textbooks. More material about Egypt
appeared than about an^/ other country. Since Egypt also was
a topic included in every textbook, it seemed tiie logical
topic to anf l^'ze.
i
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EGYPT s Olffi TOPIC A1«ALYSED IN ALL TEXTOaOKS STUDIED
Egypt was selected to be studied as one topic found
represented generously in all texts • Egypt was treated in
every geography text witii a total of 2,746 wox»ds of
historical material in all ten texts. See Table IV for a
list of tae number of woruo about E^^ypt in each textbook*
lliis material about Eisypt was found in World Folks by
J. Russell Smith and contains 30c words
#
A long, long time ago there was a king of the delta
and a king of upper Egypt At last their kingdoms
became united into one kingdom called the Kingdom of
^gyP"t# This happened about 3,400 years before Christ..
The people who lived 3,400 years befOi^e Christ had a
belief and a habit which were lucisy for us because they
carved tiiem to leave records which wt can today. They
believed that the spirit of a iierson livea after deaUi.
In order thc.t he might live this ai-irit j^ife, it was
neceasarj' ,the Egyptians tlioug^it, for his frienas to
preserve his bo^. To do this tliey filled the dead body
with apices eurid other tilings to keej> it from aecay. The^'
wrapped it in many layei^s of fine cloth and put it Kv^ay
in a room underground or in a stone chamber cut in the
hillsaue. If the body or a anniy,a8 it was called, was
tfiat of a king a splendid tomb woul^ be built to contain
it.
Ind ed, the great pyramids of tlie Egj^Jtiaiiii are tombs
of kingSii These builaings stre one of the wonaers of tiie
world.
To make th&ir future xife pleasaiiL for the spirits of
the aeaa, mai^' tilings wc^e put into the tombs witii tLe
mummies. Vessels oi' food that they had liked v.hile tiiey
were alive wei^ put into tiie t^mbe, furniture
,
Jeweliy,
music? 1 instrumenxs, and many other tilings.
1839) £54^1^®^ Smith, World Folk*, (Philadelpixiai Winston,
i
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TABLE IV
THE irjlvfHER OF 'SOWS A30UT EGYPT ABimGED ALPflABETICALLY
ACCOHDING TO THE A'JTilOHS OF THE TE>:TaO0KS STUDIED
AimiOR TIITJ: mj!^3ER OF
1. Atwood Homelife in Faraway' Landa 377
2. Atwood Visits in Otiier Lanes 341
3. Barrov/s Journeys in Distsmt Lands 136
4. 3odley People of Other Lanas 822
6. Branom Oar Land and Far Le nd© 237
6. Carj^e liter Our Neighbors Near and Far 346
7. Dodge The V/orld and Ite People 182
S« McConnexl Geography Arouna tiie Woi^ld 381
9. Smitii World Folks 306
X0« Stull Journeys Throu^ Mar^ Lands 219
9)
I
r
Six of the ten books discussed the beauties of tlie
ancient Egyptian te ;;pies» In people of OtLer Lands by
Q. R. Bodley this pr^rs^graph wa3 fouiid about them*
om verj early' ti^nes uie EgypticJim Lave b&eii civilized
people. Scattered ti-rcugiiOuit the'I^ile valley ai-e maaaive
ruins of beautiful teoiples built by t|lem ti*ou8onds of
years ago. The hu£:e, tall round s;Lpne columns tL.^ once
held tlie roofs are still standing, '^^
Egyptian art aiaciia -ing cai-vinga aria paintings was
described in five textbooks. From Visits in Other LiUida by
Wallace Atwoou aiid Helen Thomas | this information was chosen.
Perhaps you will xike best txi« pictures painted on
some of the tombs anc temples, ••• pictures of the
Egyptians ^ong agol
The pictures painted and carved on tiie walls of tX^e
tombs and temples a- e not new ones. They wex*e dr-ne
tiiousanda of years ago find they cihow how tiie Ei;yptians
lived and worked at that time. \^lien you set them you
will know tii t tiie Egyptian farmers of todc^y live and
work laach as the olu Egyptians did long i long e^o.
To make the spirits feel at home 'i/^ien they cone back
to the tomb, the walls were ].>aint©d witii scenes fra;; tlie
life of trie one v/ho was buried there.
From these rock pictures and from things found in th^
tombs re h:*ve learned a great aeal about ancient Egypt.
^
G. H. Bodley, People of other Lonus, (New York:
Iroquois, 1941), p. 3S..
Wallace Atwood ?ind :ielen Thomas j Vi.-iit^ jJi Oth^r
I^anus f (Boston: Ginn, 1943), p. 126.

The greatest nuaber of A'craj was found in McConiiei-L
with 381 worda and the srr;alleat aaiount in Barrows with 136
words. There was found to be a range of 245 words. The
averaije niamber of words was 276 words witii J. i^saeii Smith
neai est tc tliie amount with 306 words about this ancient
country. The t^^o oiaest books accoi'ding to the publication
dates—Dodge in 19^2 ^ and Barrows in 1936 > had the least
amount of information. The two newest books Atwood, Visits
jlfi Oth^r Land
,
a « and McConneli place fourtl-i and highest
respectively in amount of mate^-ial. See Table V for an
arrangement of the numbe.' of wot'ds about Egypt according to
the d^^tes of public ition of the textbooks stuviied.
Nine different topics were discuoseu in recounting tiie
history of Egypt.
NIKE DIFFERE-NTr TOPICS ABOUT EGYPT
1* Egyptian pyra'^aids
24 Egyptian teaples
3« Sphinx
4. Cairo '.fuseuai
6. Kingdom of Egypt
7. Calendar
8. E^'ptifOi writing
9. Egyptian art
carvirjgs
paintings
1
TABLE V
TIIS NUJJTIEP. OF WOI{DG ABOUT EGYi^ AHiUmSD ACCOKDIKG TO
PiJBLICATiaN DATES TlIE TEXTBOO^X STUDIED
DATE m!3ER OF
1. 1932 Dodge 182
2, IJarrowa 136
3, 1938 Atwoodj Koiae 377
4. 1939 Branom 237
6. 1939 Caiponter 346
6. 1939 306
7. 1941 Bociley 222
8* Btuli 219
y. Atwoodj Visits 341
10. 1946 McGonnell 331
II
Four topics about Egypt were mentioned in five books
that is: Avwoouj /.twoou, .jooleyi Branora, cj:ia u^iitii. Three
topics were aent-oned in two texts and two booivS recounted
two topics,
TOPICti TEXTS
4 6
3
^
9 topics 10 books
Every text Mentioned trie pyraniids, telling of their
age and size as well as tiie difficulties of building tiien.
The pyraraids a-'e about five miles west of Cairo on
the edge of tl"ie desert* We go by tr&in or raotor to visit
tiiem, and when we renQh txiem, tii€y seem very grand. IVe
wonder also at tiie Gpuinx a huge stone statue nesr by*
There are throe pyrajnida naar Cuiro, two of v»iiic.. a.-e
alout 460 feet hi^i* The la rgest oi.e covers an ai-'ea about
tlie si^e of a city block.
Tne pyramids were built about 4,600 years ago by
Egyptian kii'gs to be used as monumental tombs. As xhere
were no moaern machines in thoae aays, it took thousands
of sleeves many years to cut Uie hu^ie olocks of stone, dr<3ig
thern to the pyramids, anc lift tiiem into piece. Yet in
spite of the sand storms from the aesert tiiey have l33t£-j|
all these years and may be standing aiany centuries rQcre,*"*^
Three of the topics of historical information about
Egypt were mentioned three times eaohj the Sphinx, ti*e Cairo
lituseum, and Egypii&n writing. Occurring only once, were tiie
topics} tiie calendar, Joseph in "gypt, and the Slnijdoia of
Egypt.
'^'^ De, Forest Styll and Roy Hootch . Journeys , Through
itefty LaE^S y CBoo^ton: Allyn and BacQP> p. 8Cr;
I
Table VI sxiows tike list of textbooks, tiie list of nine
topics about ^uypt, now often eacli topic occars in eacii text
ana also hov.' mai\/ tox>ica ai^e aeacribtda in ^t^a* book.
'I
Egl^pt was a topic i.iiciudeu in evtiiv' te:'.t an-^ it vvc»d ii-.ac|j
the longest topic in nearly every text. To detx^mine where thd
emphasis was placed tiie ^oxi^e^t top^c in eacn textbook was
analyzed.
«
TABLE VI
NINE TOPICS ABOUT EGYI'^ LISTED ACCOPJ.iING TO T:IEIH FHSQUENCY
A
t
A w
t o
w o
o d
d
V
i
H s
o i
m t
e 6
1, Pyraiiilaa x x
2* Temples x
3. Art X X
4» Sphinx
fc. Cairo ''useiaa x x x
6* Vi'riting x x x
?• Caiendai' x
&• JosepAi in Sei/pt x
9. Kingdom of Egypt x
C M
a c
r C
& 3 3 P 0
r 0 r e D n S
r d a n o n IS t
c 1 n t d e i u
w e 0 € 8 1 t 1
3 y m Q
-»
jb. h 1
X X X X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X
X X X
X means that the topic appears in the text.
i
THE LONGEST TOPIC IN EACH i^F Tiffi TEU l OUimi GllADE GEOaR/vPiJY
The longest topic in eucii text was detez*iiiineci by
counting the number of words in txAe longest selection. In
•i^ht of t^ie ten texts | 5^gypt was the longest topic. In one
Qm R. Bodley, William Tell was the longest topic ana in tlie
other book, OeO£tr>j.vhy Around the V/orld by v/. R, McConnell, the
longest nanber of worde were about the History of Greece.
The story of William Tell was ^iven in 272 words
telling of the convert .tion between Tell anu the cruel
Austrian govexvior. Tiiis material was incluaedi so tixe author
stated, to siiow the Swiss love of freedcm.
The account of the History of Greece, wiiich was "Uie
longest topic in apy book, was recounted in 738 words dealijqg
witli the life and founding of ttie country from the days of
the ahepiierds to the time when the famous cities were in power.
Egypt was ti*e next longest topic in botli 3odley and
llcConneXl, with 222 words in the former, a difference of 50
words less than in the longest topic. In the latter, Tigypt
was given 381 words, a difference of 367 words less tlian the
longest topic.
TEXTBOOKS
of the otl.er two textbooks. Peoples of Ot^ier Lunds by
.School Cf tC^MlAMOft
1f
I
The difference i& clearly «iIiC'WQ iii tue following
chfcirt*
T1>ZP TOPIC
1. 3odley ?ell
Egypt
2* McCoxmell History of Greece
Egypt
For a coa5)lete picture of the lon^es^ topic in each of
the ten Fourth Grade geography te>:tbooks see Table VII. The
table lists the longest topic in each textbook and tabulatea
the num'i>ex' of words used in a diocuasicn of the topic in each
textbook.
272
222 50
738
381 367
II
t
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TA3LS VII
THE NUJIBEH OF WORDS IN Tm LONGEGT TOPIC
AUTHOH TITLE TOPIC WOKDS
1. Atwood Iloraelife in Faraway Lands Egj/'pt 377
2* Atwood Visits in Other Lands Egypt 341
3«
<
Barrows Journeys in Distant Lands Sgypt 136
4. 3odIey People of Other Lands tt'llliaa Tell 272
&• Branom Our Land and Rar Lands Egypt 237
6. Cax^enter Our Neighbors Nea^* ana Far Egypt 346
7. Dodge The World and Its People Egypt 182
8. McConiiell Geography Arounu the World Greece 738
9« Smith World Folks Eg/j>t 306
10. Stun Journeys Through I5any Lands 219
11
Table VIII liats tiie topic« of historical information
from ever^ textbook used in the analysis.
I
TABLE VIII
00
TOPICS OF HISTORICAL IIviFOHJ/tatION
TOPICS
1* China ancient
civilization
2« Confucius
3. Great Wall of China
4. History of silk
6. Egyptian art
6. Cairo Museum
?• Calenaax-"
8» Joseph in Egypt
9. Kingdom of Egypt
10 • Pyraniias
11. Sphinx
12. Temples
13. Writing
A
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9
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e
X
X
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V
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6
X
X
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C
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X
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X
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c
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1
X
X
X
14 • French chateau
S
m
i
t
h
X
X
X
X
S
t
u
1
1
X
X
X
X means that the topic appears in the textbook
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TOPICS e
|5. Settleiuent of Paris x
16. Dutch government
17. Ha^e
18 • League of Nations
19* Peace Palace
20. Japanese civilization
2L* Greeks
22. Athens x
23* Writing x
24U Pompeii x
26. Greek temples
26. Greek art x
27. Phoenicians x
28. Alphabet x
29« Ships X
30. Trade x
31. Romans x
32. Colosseum
A
t
w
o
0
d
V
i
8
i
t
s
C M
a c
B r c •
a B 3 P 0
r o r e D n S
r d a n 0 n m t
0 1 n t d e i u
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X
X
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X
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X
X
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X
X
X
X
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A
t
A V
t 0
w 0
0 d C H
0 a c
d B r C
f V a 3 B P 0
1 r» V A nmm S s
H s r d a n 0 n m t
i 1 u t d e i
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TOPICS AV & S V in A 1mm h X
LtMf X X V
X
36.^^^^ • at V V
36. X X X
V4» V V X
38 • V V X X X
1
Suez Gai'ial Vmm X
1 40. Iraq ruins X
1
41. Norway's vikings X X X X X
X
Argentina
48* Brazil
Portuguese X
«
Switzerland-
St.Bemiiird. Hosdicg X X
45. Swiss government X X
46.
1
William Tell X X X X X
47. United States
Betsy Ross House X

Topr s
4B* Coronado
Declaration of
50. Deseret Museum .Utah
Grant's Tomb
ez* Gettysburg
53. Gloucester
64« Inaependence ilall
66. Liberty Bell
456* Lincoln Jli^way
€7* Lincoln rJemorial
6B* Mayflower
eB« Mormons
j^arragansett
Indians
a* Panama Canal
Pilgrlma
68. Plymoutii

'^9
TOPICS
64 • Pueblo IndicJii-.
66* Settlerieiit of
New World
A
t
A
t
w
o
0. d C 1'.
0 f a 0
d 3 r C
1 V a 3 3 P 0
i r 0 r e D n C,w S
H s r d a n 0 n m t
o 1 0 1 n t d e i u
m t w e o e 1 t 1
e 8 e y m r e 1 h 1
X
67. Statue of
Liberty X X
66* Valley Forge X
Exploration
Amundsen X X X X X X X
70. Byrd X X X X X X
Colunitus X X X X X X
72* Cook X X X
73. Dutch ,Australia X X
74. Dutcli ,TasmarJ.a X
76. Dutch, America X X
76. MaoMilian X
77. Magellan X X
7B. Little America X
79. Peary X X X X X X X

TOPICS
ao« Post
SLm Shackleton
82* Scott
fi3« Stanley
84. Stefansjon
86. Wilkins
t
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Table IX lists the topics found most frequently in the
textbooks. Fifteen historical topics are arranged on the table.
Table X shoves the frequency of historical topics
arranged according to the textbooks. It vcllj. be noted that
only one topic appeai'ed in ail ten textbooks and that 44 topics
appeared in only one textbook.

TABLE IX
TOPICS APPEARIIJG FREQ.IKfTLY IN THE TEXTS
TOPICS NUMBER OP TEXTS
1, Pyramids 10
2, Araunclsen 7
3, Byrd 7
4, Peary 7
6. Columbus 6
6. Egyptian temples 6
7. JTohamraedans 6
8. Mosques 6
9. Phoenician aljjhabet 6
10. Egyptian art 6
11. Greek art 6
12. Pompeii 6
13. Vikings 6
14. Wall of China 6
16* William Tell 6
TA3LE X
TIIE FREQUENCY OP TOPICS ACCORDIITG TO THE TEXTS
TEXTS
10
9
8
7
6
6
4
3
S
1
KU!4BEr( OF TOPICS
1
3
5
6
4
7
16
44

IMPlHTANCr or TIIE ILLUSTHATIOJSI
In examining tiie ten Fouzrth (3raae geography t©xtbookS|
the lllustp.itions we^-e very inxpresBlve* Not only txiere
a great nuzaber of pictures but colorful i appropriatei and
useful illuairations on eveiy text* It was deciaed to include
the illustrations, their legends and c^sptiona as part of* t..is
analysis and try V> determine how much historical inforiaation
is taught through them.
23Harold Gluck stated tiiat pictures were often incxuded
in geography books to auike them more presentable and to in-
crease sales bpt that toot^ illustrations bear a definite
relttion to the geography book and are studied as part of Uie
lesson.
Wallace Atwood, in the forev.ord to his book, Ilomelife
in Faraway Lands , spoke of the imi.ortanc© of the illustration
in a geography book*
Tlie illustrations in the book are as much a pai^ of ti^e
study as the text and the exercises and should be accorded
the saLie degree of attention. Evcr^ picture is provided
wi-Ui a legend,— descriptive, ejqjlanatoxy, or thougiit
provoking, as the cace may be,— and each one is called to
the pupil's notice at the point where it contributes to
the subject matter in hand. Thus picture stuoy is made an
integral pai't of the leai*ning process.^
23
Harold Gluck, Geography Tod»y, Social Studies «
32 J 299, November, 1941.
•
Most of the other authors of the books studied in tiiis
analysis exf^ressed ssuch the aaiae idea. That is; that much
geography or hlstor;v*| as the case may be, i3 taught throu^ii
pictures and that illustrations are an "integral part" of the
text*
ILLUSTRATIONS OF iaSTORICAL COCTEiJT
In reading tlie legends ana captions written to
accompany the maiiy fine illustrations | it was necessary to
select rather carefully only that material v/hich would deepen
tixe understanding or add to the historical infomw tion of Uie
reader. Topics of historical reference were rejected if tliey
were va^ae or not descriptive. To mention a person or place
was not ccnsi .ered ynortu. selection unlessa aefinite da%e or
event was described to closely allj- tl^e m.:terial to history
and tlms prove its value to this study.
In Journeys Throu4^ .Distant I^ands by Stull and Hatch
examples of historical material were fourid and analyzed.
Venice, ^ueen oi' the Adriatic
Along the watery streets of this cltj on a Isgoon we
ifloat in our gondola, p>^:.st doorways ^nia gardens at ttie
canal's edge, gazing at the beauty of church and palace
that can nevi-r be destroyed.
^ De Forest Stull and iiioy Hatch, Journeys T2irou/gh
Distant L~Jids, (Bostonx Allyn and Bacon, 1941)
,
p. 90.
iI
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An illustration of St* ?lark» Catlkedral is sho\m but
in tiie legend quoted there ia no name mentioned arid no real
reference to ar\> historic^^ event or place. A child lookli^ig
at the picture ana reading the legend ftx>ula not recognize ar^
historical information and wo.l.^ probably think thi^ simply
anotlier cit^' scene in a foreign c jitry.
The Olive—Symbol of Peace
Here is an sincient olive grove of AUicns. Thcj^e 8o:aber
trees I whose gnarled ti^i^s have btien old for a thousand
yea s, have thin leaves :.nd bl^^ck fruit. Perhaps a crown
fron 1:^636 trees rewarded some Olympic victor*^
'iOaile the (quotation speako of the Olympic crown of
leaves, it does not tell tlie specific date or loceition of the
Olympic giuaes. This reference would be meaningless to a diild
unless aorc information was supplied in a discussion of the
illustration. It cannot be assumed tiiat this enricliment
would follow, 80 as the mate, ial reads in tlie text, it C5..nnot
be useful to tiiis study.
Contrast these two ex^jnples wiUx the foliowirig ie^^nd
copied from the sair.e text.
Where tiie Gray Haxiks IJet the Slue
This lovely peaceful spot, with its ^.runite and marble
markers, seeias very far away from txie terrible tfiree dey^'
battle fougiit here in July, 1863, which marked the turning
point in the greet ^''ar between tiie 53tates. Today, forty
eight states are willing members of our nation.*-
De Forest Stull and Hoy Hatch, Journeys Through :!any
,
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1941)
,
p. 8S
.
(
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This material was chosen because a defiiiite d£^te, a
specific battle ana description were all included. A pupil
would learn definite historical f^cts thi^cugh reading this
legend.
Simili^ri^ in a brief aelection a'Lout the Egyptian
Sphinx it was discovered that the paragr ph not onl^^ told i*iiat
the sphinx i8» but deacribea the statute an^ told relatively
how old it is* Therefore this wad considered to be valuable
historical, information.
"The Sphirix"
"This big statue carved out of rock had the head of a
woman and the body of a lion. It waa made hun'dreda of
years before Clirist." 28
From the samples of historiccl content, of legends and
CcisPticna analysed in thi;i section it may be recognized tiiat
a definite basis for selection was followed in the study of
the ten Fourth Grade geography textbooks.
Dach of tlie ten geogPc^phy texts was carefully studied
with th45 iaea of finaxng all tae historical materi^J. in
pictures, legends, and captions. All of tae material thougLit
valuable to this study, was copied word for word from each
textbook and ma^ be found in the Appendix for reference. Then
following tiie saiae procedure as with the textual materialf
the paragrap'as were reread and assigned a topic.
J. Fiussell Smith, ^vorld Folks | (Philadelphia: Winston,
1939) t 164. fig. 186.
rc
Tiie topics were listed according to tiie textbooks ana were
placed in this section Ui der the title, Topics of iiistorical
Content Taken from Captions of Illustrations.
r«
TOPICS OF KISTOHICAL COimNT*M.G/v?TIOWS OF ILLUSTRATIONS
Wallace Atwood and Helen Tiioiaas, IloaeXil'e in Faraway Lanaa
(Boston! Ginn, 1938)
•
1* Uotm Dame
2* Gclosseum
3« Pompeii
4. Acropolis
5. Pyramids
6* Great Wall of China
Wallace Atwood and Helen Tnomasi Viaits in OUier Lanas * (Boston
Ginn, 1943).
1, Pyramids
2, Mexican Cathedral
3* Gaaa Rosadai Argentina
Harlan Barrows and Edith Parker , Journeys in Distant Lands,
(New York: Silver 3urdott, 1936)
•
1. Babylon
2« Ruins of Babylon
3. Pyrsunids
4« Fe&ry
5« /laiundsen
6« Shackleton's ship
7- Ship at South Pole
G. R. Bodiey, People of Other Lands y (New Yorkj Ii'0^iU0is,194i),
1. Washington Croi^oln^ Bridge
2. Independence Hall
3. MacMillan*s Ship
4. Pyrsinids
6. Acropolis
6. Pompeii
7. Great Wall of China
c'
I
1
Frederick Branoro and Helen Ganey, Our Land, and Far Lands,
(New York: Gadlier, 1939)
•
1, Independence iljill
S« P>''rainids
4. St, BerntiTd uo spice
6, French castle
Frances Carpenter, Our Iveii^'Lbcra It'eai* cgid |'"ar, (New York;
American Book, 19o9).
!• Inaependence .lail
2. Pyra^aius
3» Sphinx
4. Liuii of LuceiTie
6. Wiiiiaa Teli
6. l eace Palace
7. Phoenician ahip
8. Acropolis
9* Colosseiim
10» Pcnpcii
11. Great Wall Of China
Richard Lodge ana lElarl Lackey, The v/orld and Its Peo-le
,
(New
York: Hand ilcKally, 19: 2).
!• !.fac!!iilan»8 ship
2* Lion of Lucerae
3. v/iliiaai Tell's Chapel
4« i-^ramids
5. Sphinx
6« Mof^c^uea
7. Great Wall of China
B* ByI'd 'a ship
9. Byrd and dog
10* Little America
W. H, McConnell, Geograrhy Around the '''orld , (New Yorki Rand
Mcl^ally, 1946),
1* Pyraaiids
2« Notre Dame
3« French Chateau
cc
J« Rt^seeli Smith, Wcrld Folks, (Piiiladeipiiia: Winston, 193^).
1«, PlymoutL.
2. Indian v\'r»itiiig
S« Pyramids
4. Sphinx
&•
,
PyrauidB
6. l^gyptian writir^
?• Willie Tell
De Forest Etull and koy Hatch, Joumey/s Thi^ouyh ?!aay Lands
>
(3o3ton: Aiiyn and 3aacn, 1941).
!• Teisplc of Phylae
2« Avenue of Sphinxes
3. Sphinx
4* !.!oscuei3
5* Colo^seuin
6. St. Peter's and Vatican? Columbus
8, Wile^' Post
9« Independence liall
10. Betsy Rosa House
!!• Carpent»=r's Hall
12. Gettysburg
13. Pyrainids
14. Acropolis
16. St. rJemard Hospice
16 • Peace Palace
17. Great V/all of China
C
4Sin^TORY OF IIISTOiaG/*L TOPICS—ILLUSTRATIONS
There v/ere 76 illustratioriS ana legends containing
historicax infoimation in Uie ten ^eo^r^-pLy texts. The rui^ge
oi* tixe number of iliustr^Xions was 14, from tLree illustrations
i^"* Vi^it;? in pUi&r Lanua by W'ailace Atwooa ana Hexen Tnomas,
^eox-yai3Ly Around the ^"orld by v;, H. ?'cConnell, to 17
illustrations in Journeys in u igtant Lands by De Foreat litull
and Roy Hatch. The average i.umb«r of illustrations w&a about
eigiit. Table II snows a list of ti^e nianber of topics in e^^ci^
book. Tiie tuble al;30 snowa tne number oi" illustrations as
compared witii ttxe number of topics of textual material in each
of tii6 ten Fourtn ur...ae gc-ograpxiy texubcoks.
FilEQUEi^iCY OF TOPICS Or' illSTOiaCiU. COilxx::uT—ILLUSTlriATIONS
The topics suowed great variation witu few of tuis books
having similar illustrate ons. IllUiitrations of the pyriimida
were found eleven t-imes. The Grer-t W<ill of China was depicted
five times. The Sphirix, Acropolis, and Indepeiidence Hall v/ere
in the sec nd group most frev,^uently found, occurring four ti iea
each. The Colosseum, Pompeii, and -vfohaiifiaedan mosques were
used ti^ree times eacn. This gi^oup tot; led t-.irty-seven
aifferent topics, one tiiird of tiiese illustrations of the
pyramids and neax»ly half of tiiem about E^^ypt.
Nine illustrations were shown twice each. Examples
from this groiiy include illustrations anu legends about
»c
c
Wil-.iai2 Tell anu txie x'eace ?c.-.aC8 at The .L^guHj to ncjae tUe
most fcailiar ones. These accounted for eighteen of the 76
illustrations.
The other 21 iiiusti'ations occurred only once. MOcit of
thsse -^.-er- not of v/eil kno\m subjects. For exaiapie, txie Teaiple
of ?hylae in Egypt, and tiic '.ViliiaT. Tell Chapel in Switzerla nd.
For a complete list of the frec^uency of e&c** ij-i.uatra"dcn
•ee Table XI whicn list-, eacu topic ana ^ihows in which texti^
it appears.
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TA3LE XI
TOPICS OF HISTORICAL CONTF,NT—CAPTIONS OF ILLUSTRATIONS
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1* Pyramids
2. Great Vail of Chim^
2. Sphinx
4* Acropolis
6. Independence ilall
6« Colosseujn
7. Mosques
3, Pompeii
9. Babylonian ruins
10 • French chateau
11* St. Bernard Hospice
12« Lion of Lucerne
13* Mac^fillan*3 ship
14. Notre Dame x 3
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Pe-ace Palsce
Shackleton* 3 ship
?/iiliam Tell
Amundsen
Ar£:entimi
Casa Hosada
Ave, of Sphinxes
Betsy hosa House
aiyrd and his dog
^rd*s ship
CaxTpenters* Kali-i
Coiunibua
Egyptian writing
Gettysbur^g
Indian v/riting
Little /uuerica
Mexican Cathedral
?eary-Roos c veIt
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22, Phoenician ship
33* Plymouth
St. Pet.er»8
35. Tell 'a Cnapel
36. Temple of Phylae
37* WaahiiAgton Ci'osaing
38. Wiley ?08t*3 pl<-ne
c
The iliuatrationa aiki le^^eiids occurring mcst often in
the g«o^.:raphy texts %vere taken from Table XI and plsicea on a
small table of their o\%r\ to muke the items sty^Xid out more
clearly • Tlie topics are listed in order of tiieir frequency
on Table XI I
•

TA13LE XII
TIIS EIGIIT MOST C0?.M5N TOPICS OT HISTOKIGAL C02JTEUT
CAI^TIONS Cr JLLUGTHilTIONS
TOPIC FRSQUI-iiCY
1. Pyramids 11
2* Great v;aljL of Ciiina 6
3* Sphinx 4
4, Acropolis 4
6, Independence Hall 4
6. Colosseum 3
7, Moaques 3
6. Pompeii 3
r
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AKD CONCLUSIONS
Ten of the most recent arid widely used Fourth Grade
geography textbooks v/ere analysed to determine historical
content. These books were published between 1922 and 1946.
The oiaest book waa publishea thirteen years ago and the
newest is just off tiie press in 1946. ^ All but two of the
bocks were published after 1938. The avertige age of the texts
was fiv« years. It wa^ founa that ti-e greatest amount of
historical information was contained in the books published
in 1939 and 1941.
A very small measure of agreement was fouiid in the
historical content of textual material. In all ten textbooks
202 topics of historiciil information were selected and listeu.
There were 66 different items appearing. Only one of tliese
topics, the pyramids of Egypt, appeaired in all ten texts.
Fifteen items appeared twice ana thert: were 44 topics
occurring only once each.
Similarly a very small measure of agreement was founa
in tiie historical content of illustrative material. In all
ten textbooks 76 legends of historical information were
selected and listed. There were 38 different itens appearing.
The pyramids of ^gi'pt, were found to be tiie only topics
illustrated in every textbook. Eigtiteen of the 76 illastra-
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tiona were of historical content about Egypt. Twenty-one
illustrations appeared only oncei with most of these about
not well known subjects.
It is interesting to note that the largest number of
historical topics of textual material in any bock was 30 and
the smallest was 7. The range of topics was 21 with the
average number in all books, 20.
Egypt was the most important topic in the analysis.
The greatest amount of material about this ancient lanu was
found in the latest texts published in 1943 and 1946. The
least amount of material about the lane of the Nile was re-
ported in the oldest texts published in 1932 and 1936. This
proved that the history of Egypt is receiving more emphasis
now than ever before in geography textbooks. Nine topics were
listed about Egypt from the textual material, with only one
topiCf tile pyraniids, appearing in every text* Although the
textbooks agreed in givirig Egypt tlie greatest emphasis
historically, they did not agree as to \'iiiX historical topics
about Egypt to emphasize. The temples and art, as expressed
in paintings and carvings, ax e among the ci^ief contributions
of Egypt to the understanaing of ancient people according to
the topics of historical content in the Fourth Grade
geographies*
Again Egypt received the greatest emphasis in number of
words as the longest historical topic in all but two of the
*e
textbooks wliich were studied. Egypt was displeiced by a topic
about William Tell in one and hy a topic about the History of
Greece in the other. However | in both texts Eg^-pt ranked as
second longest topic of historical content. In the first
text there was only a aifference of 50 words leaa but in the
second text there was a difference of 257 worda leas. Greece
was tiie longest single topic of historical content in any
book.
It was significant to find few dates of historical
content recorded in tiie texta. It woula seem that these
authors do not feel that dates are important in Fourth Grade
geogr- phy. The pol&r explorations were about the only dates
given frequently. The date of the discovery of the worth Pole,
April 6, 1909, w s mentioned 6 times and the oniy otiier date
of importance was that of the signing of the Ceclc-ration of
Independence, July 4, 1776, which occurrea 3 times. Although
dates were not considered im, ortant, time concepts were
taught in indefinite time phrases. Such phrases as "hundreds
and hundreds of years ago", "centuries ago", "lopg ago", and
"about the time of Christ", were repeated many, mary times
thi'ou^out the geograi^hy textbooks.
The illustrations in the ten FoujTth Grade geography
textbooks were very nume- ous and of an excellent type. They
were definitely related to the textual mfterial and as an
Important part of the text, were planned to be tau^t right

along with the written material* There were et^lected ana list-
ed 76 itecjs of histcrici-i content with 38 different illuatra-
tions represented. The greatest number of iliatitrations in
ei^ book was 17 and ti^e lettst number was 3 with en average of
8 in all textbooks. There was a great variation and few
similar iliustrit^ons with 21 of the illustrations appearing
only once.
With emphasis in the modern school upon an activity
program the need for illustrationa with de^icriptive legends
is ver^' great. In projects and activities these pictures
may serve v.a models and furni4>h accurate details for the
pupils to study. They would be of iamcnse help to groups in
planning an activity. Examples of historiccJ. illustrations
in the Fourth Gri.de geography texts which woul^ be helpful in
this way are the Great Wall of Chiiia, the Acropolis of Athena,
Independence Hall in Philadelphia, and the pyranids of Egyj;t.
It is valuable to know the historical content of
geography textbooks when planning a curriculum. For a xong
time , the history for the Fourth Grade has been poorly organ-
ized, often with no relationship to other subjects. When
new courses are planned if the history and geogi^^phy could be
correlated, the teacher coula use the material to greater
advantage. There is a need for a close alliance of geography
and history to make the undei'atandings of people ana how they
live more clear to children.

This aiaal^'3i5 suggested furtJiep studies in cioaeiy re-
lated areas* It would be intereatiJ^g to select ten geography
textbooks written mucii earlier the n Vie&i in this stuc^'—text-
books published about twenty years ago-—and anal>'ae them for
historical content to find out vliat different topics were
used Uien and where the eiaphasis was placed twenty years ago.
A further development would be to stuay history text-
books for geogra hie conte nt £.nd compare the results vdth tiiis
analyse «5 for trends an J. ea^lkasea in geogr^^**xc content. This
would probably be cone on a hiij:her grade level since there are
80 few history' bcoks available for Fourth Graae»
A third study would be to organi*.e geography anu history
content in such a way th^^t the histoi:>'' ana geogr^^hy courses
would be taught to tiie best aavantage of each.
In conclusion, the value of thi^; study seems to be that
it is a small part of finding out what geography textbooks are
teaching. Although the historical topics were many and varied
throughout the texts, the analysis of historical content
proved that comparatively' little hiatoiy is taught in Fourth
Grade geography textbooks
•
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HISTORICAL IJ^FOamTIOlM
Wallace Atwood aixd Helen Thomas
Home Life in Fai'-avva:/ Lanas
Ginn Compaiy 73oston 1938
P. 37 Have you ever read of Reai' Admiral Robert E. Peary who
discovered tlie ?Torth Pole, or of Rear Admiral Richard E. 3yrd
who flew over tne ITorth Pole in an airplane ?
Perhaps you have also read about Captain Roald Amundsen,
the first man to reach ti^e Soutii Pole.
P,66 \i.lien we reacn the eastern end of ttie Mediterrc-nean Sea,
our ship will turn soutiiward and pass tiirough another
waterway to the Red Sea. The arrow marked S on tiie map points
to this waterway, and tiie legend w-11 tell you tiiat it is
called the Suez Canal.
P. 112 You will enjoy visiting Paris, for it is one of the most
Interesting cities in tiie world Figure 161 shows the
island in tlie Seine which is the very center of the city. The
people who first settled Paris chose tiiis island for tixeir
home. They haa many enemies in the neighboring country, ana
so tliey felt safer to be surrounded by water. That was long,
long ago. Since Uien the city has grown ana grown until now
it spreads away for miles in ai.1 directions from tlie little
island where tlie first houses were built. '
P. 143 The name"Mediterranean" comes from the Latin langua£fe.
This language was spoken by tae peopxe known as tiie Romans,
who lived on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea long ago.
The Romans used to call the Mediterranean "mare nostrum",
which means "our sea". That was because at one tj-rae tixey
ruled all tne lands of Europe, Asia, aPiU Africa wiiich border
this great inland sea.
P. 146-147 Rome was a famous cit^ more than two thousand
years ago, for it w?iS the capital city of tiie Roman people
in the days when taey ruled all tirie lands arouixd the
I^editerraiiean Sea. Today it is the capital of Italy, ana in
many ways it is like other large cities whicxi you have
visited.
P. 147 The Romans built many lax'ge and beautiful buildings,
and they built them so well that you can see pai'ts of some
of tliem today. These are tiie most interesting sights in Rome.

Wallace Atwooci aiid Helen Thomas
Home Life in Far~away Lanas
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P,147 (cont'd) In the days wtien the people of northern Europe
could neither reaa nor wr'ite the Homana wero wrj.ting books
which boys; and girls in oar high schools ana colleges study
toaay. Tue itomaiis wrote laws axso, some of wxiich vve^*<s so
wise and just that we have used tuein in making our own laws.
k few miles back from the Bay of Naples is Mouiit
Vesuvius, which is one of the most famous mountains in the
world. All the time we a^'e in Naples we see what looks like
smoke rising from its top.
The "smoke" is really steam, gas, and aust which comes ,
from an opening in the mountain known as a volcano.
i-iearly two thousand years ago two cities at the foot of
Mount Vesuvius were buried beneath asiies from tiie volcano, and
the people were killea cy the gases. For hundreds of years
these Cxties were almost forgotten. Now tiiey have been
uncovered, ana we can walk I'arougu. the streets, ^-ook into che
houses ana shops, ana see how the Romans lived long ago.
P. 148 We shall let^ve the steamer at the port of Piraeus and
drive up a steep, wina^ng roaa to Athens, the largest city of
Greece. Athens is even older than Home. On tiie hill tiiat
you see in Figui'e 200 are Uie i-ains of buixaing wnich are
much older than ar^ buildings we saw in Italy.
The Greeks of long ago wrote plays and poetr^ and made
beautiful statues. We reaa tneir p-.a^'s ana poetry toaay, and
thei'e are copies of sane of the statues in every art gaixery
in the world.
P.14t^ Long, long ago people called Phoenicians lived on this
eastern coast of the Meaiterranean. We do not know when they
first settled Lhcre, but we do know that there were good-sik-ed
Phoenician citits thirty-five hundred years ago.
The Phoenicians haa been uesex't nomads, but when they
settled on tixe Meaiteri-anean coast they b-iilt boats ana became
saxj-ors and traaers. At first tuey traaed along the shores
in small boats, noX' darirjg to get out of sight of land. As
time went on, txiey becc.^e better sailors ana went on longer
trading trips in larger boats. At night the^' steered by tiie
stars. They were the first gxeat sea traders of tiie world,
and the first sailors wao da. ed to sail through the Strait
of Gibraxtar and out into the Atlantic Ocean*
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P. 149 (cont'd) Among the people witli whom Uie Phoenicians
traded we. e the Greeka. At tiiat time tue Gretks naa no
written j.anguage. They noticed Uiat tiiC Phoenicians kept
lists of tiieir goods ana sales by putting oiack markB on tiiin
yellow sheets. In tiine they learned tiiat these marks stoou
for sounds in the PuoeniciaXi j.aj%uc^e.
The Greeks were alw^-ya eager to learn new things.
After a while ti^ey began to use tue Phoenician marks to write
the sounas of tueir own worus. They ciianged tne sixape of tiie
letters ai:d added some new onets, and in this way they made an
alphabet for t-;iemselves. Thus by trading with the Phoenicians
the Greeks came to have a wx'itten language. Their wise men
and writers begafi to write books, poems, ana plays, and Athens
becaaoe a gr> at centex* of lecrnlrig.
P.14--160 The Greeks too beciJiie traders, and ihey ti*ad#d with
the Romans, their neighbors on tiie west. The Romans got tlieir
alphabet from tue Greeks jutit as u*e Greeks got tiieira from
the Phoenicians, changing the Greek letter^i to suit the Latin
language.
P.15v/ There came a time when the Romans conquered tim Greeks.
They took scaae of tiie educated Greeks back to Koaie as slavey,
and these men taught the Romans mai^ things tney hau ^earned
from t.*e v/ise meii of Athens. In time jome of Uie Greeks who
were given their freedom opened schools for the Roman chiloren,
In this way tne Greek learniiig traveled weotw= ru to Rome.
Later ti*e Romans conque:*ed much of northern Europe and
carried their learning to tlie people thei'e. Oav own continent
was isettiea long aftei*waras by people from Europe and so we
too hiiiVe been helped by the 'ieuiterranea.. people of long ago.
P. 163 Everybody who visits Cairo ^oes to see tue wonderful
pyranuds on tiie edge of ti*e ue3ei*t They are m.*ca
older tii€in any of the buixaings liaat we saw in Athens or Rome.
Each pyramid was built as a toral , or burial place, for an
S-g^ptian king*
On the waj-xs of the rooms in sc^e of tt^e tombs are
Ci.rved and painted acenc s tliat show how tlie Eg^.-ptians lived
and worked thous<-.;nds of years ago. In one scene men are
plowing with oxen, aiiv^ in another they are threshing grain.
In still another v/e see men lifting buci<.eto of watci* from a
ditch and pouring tlie water on a field. In one place there is
a ship carved on tiie wa-1. This is saia to be the oldest
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(cont'd) picture of a ship in the world.
When a king was buried in those old days, the priests put
clothing, furnitui^e, ornaments, and otaex' tninga tiiat he had
owned into his tomb. In Cairo there is a museum where we can
see many of these tilings thtt were maae and used so long ago.
In this museum we shall see some of the oldest writj.ng
m the world
J
for the Egyptians had an alpiiabet long before the
PhoeniciaiiS did. At first Uiey %Tote by marking their letters
on soft clay tablets or cutting them in stone w^th a 32<.arp tool
Then someone discovered that the stalks of a tall, grasslike
plant tliat grew beBide tiie Nile could be flattened into long,
thin strips. The Egyptians pastea these strips together auid
made thin sheets several inches wide. Our word "paper" comes
from papyinis,the name of the plant that was used for this
purpose.
P. 163-164 The Egyptians invented a kind of ink and mtda pens
out of ti.in stems or reeds, vrnen tlieir mex'chants sailed to
the cities of Phoenicians to traae, they ca ried rolls of
papyrus, pens, and ink v/ith them to keep a record of tiieir
sales. The Phoenicians borrowed the idea of a written language
from the Egyptians and, as we have learned, made a written
language of tixeir own. So you see tiie very first alphabet
came from the land of the Nile.
P. 131 For maiv years \he people of Europe haa been trading
with the people of the southeastern part of Asia. At first
they sent ships to the eastern end of tiie Mediterranean Sea.
There tlie ships met carael caravans wxiich had come over tiie
land from the East, and which were loaded with cirinainon,
pepper, and otlier spices, perfumes, silks, and precious stones.
The owners of the sixips bought these things from the caravaii
men, car.-ied them back to Europe, and sola them tiiere.
Later the European trc,ders sent ships all tiie way round
the southern end of Africa to the lands of eastern Asia. Th^s
was a long, dangerous voyage. The ships v/ere often gone several
yeai'S, and mai.y of tnem were wrecked in terribxe stoiniis at sea.
As time went on, the people of Europe wanted more and
more things from the East and they began to wish for a shorter
and safer route to eastern Asia. There were some who believed
that the earth was ro'jnd instead of flat, and that if a ship
should sail from Europe westward across the Atlantic Ocean, it
would finally reach tke eastern shores of Asia. But most
>
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P.lSl (cont'd) people laughed at this idea, and thought tiiat
those who believed in it v/e. e crazy.
Perhaps yoa know wno the brc.ve sailor was who decided
to try to reach tue East by sailing west. His naine was
Christopher Columbus. In trying: to reach eastern Asia by
sailing we3tv.-ai*a across ti^e Atlantic Ocean,ne discovex'ed
America.
Wallace Atwood and Helen Thomas
Visits in Other Lands
Ginn Company Boston 1943
P. 126 Egypt is a very old country, ana the people have been
farmers for thousan^is of yea.'S. Perhaps you remember the
Bible story of Joseph; how he wus sold as a sJ.ave in Egypt,
and how he became rich and famous as one of tLe chief officers
at the court of ti*e king-. Joseph lived nearly three thousand
years ago, and yet long befoi'e ne went to Egypt tue Nile
Valley had become a green oasis of farms ana crops.
The Sg;>'ptians of long ago worshiped many different gods.
One of tiieir greatest gods was ''Fatiier Nile". They worshiped
him because he brought ti'^e precious water that made the crops
grow and gave tiiem food.
While you are in Egypt you will see some of tiie
wonderful temples where the people of long ago worshiped their
gods. The temples are buiJ.t of stone, beautifully carved,
and when they were new they were painted in bright colors.
The old Egyptians wti-e great buiJ-aers, and tiie huge
pyramids that they buj-lt were even moi'e v/oiiderful than the
temples. They stanu on the desert edge of the oasis, and they
were buii^ as tombs, or burial places, for some of the kings
aiid queens of Egypt. Every bxock of stone was cut and set
in place without the help of a single piece of machinery.
When you see the pyramids you will not be surprised to learn
that people call them one of the wonuei's of Uie world.
Perhaps you will like be si. t**e pictures painted on the
walls of some of the tombs and temples... pictures of tne
Egyptians of long ago-*.
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P,126 (cont'd) The pictures painted and carvea on the walls
of the torabs and teniples are not new ones. They were done
thousands of yea^'6 o,go, ana taey si^ov/ how ti^e Egyptians lived
and ^vorked at that tune. When you see them, you wila. know
that the Egyptian fanners of t^aay live and work much as tne
old Egyptians did long, long ago.
P.146 China, like Sgypt, is a very old coun$.ry, and the
Chinese h-ive been raiding ailkwormj for thous€inds of years.
They were the first people in the v/orld to use the fine fibers
from silktvorm cocoons to spin silk threau ana weave the cloth.
Suinai can tell yoa a story of the beginning of silk
making. It is about a little Chinese princess of long, long
ago. Ker father was ti^e ruler of China, and her moti:ex' was
called the Lady of Si-Ling. One day the little princess
happened to see some strange worms spinning tiieir cocoons in
her father's garden. She tola her mother about tliem.
Wnen the Lady of Si-Ling saw tne cocoons and unv/ound
one of tnem. she knew that tixe xittle princess had made a
wonderful discovery. She had fcund a fiber wuici* woaid make
lovelier cloth t^^an anyone h.-.d ever seen. Ana so tne Lady of
Si-Ling w.jis Uie firsL person ever to si>in thread of silkworm
fiber and to weave sii^ cloth.
This is tiie icina of story wiiich we call a legend,
because it is so old that we do not know whether it is true
or not. lut we do know tliat silk-making began in China,
and that the Lady of Si-Ling had some taxing to do with it.
P. 187 You have learned in your history lessons about the
discovery of America by Christopher Columbus. Columbus, you
know, was trying to ^.et to tixe ea..tern part of Asia, by
saii-lmg weotvvard across the Atlantic Oceem from Europe.
Instead of rebelling Asia^ w:iich was 'thousanas of miles farther
on, he b-.^ped into tiie Americas.
You have learned, to, how people from Europe began
to explore the newly found lands aci'oss the Atlantic. Bit by
bit tixey discovered thr.t the new lanas v/e. e two great
continenLo joined togetiier by the nax^row Istiimus of Panama,
and that the Pacific Ocean was much broader than tlie Atlantic
Ocean, It was tiien tiiat map-makers began to draw maps
dividing the earth into an Eastern Hemisphere and a Vi'estem
Hemisphere.
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P.li^'l The tl'iie cane when men began to think of v;ay3 of
shortQiing tnese long, roundabout shippir^g routes. In tlxe
year 1869 a canal for ships was dug through the Istiiiaus of
Suez, wniCi^ joins Africa to southwest Aaia. Ic. was named tne
Suez Gaiiai. You can see from tlxe map tiiat tii© Suez CanaflL made
tne 'Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea a snort c -t from the
Atlantic Ocean to tiie Indian Ocean, and so to the Pacific
Ocean.
Later, in 1914, the Panama Canal v/as fmisned. This was
a waterway for shi,..'3 througu the Istximus of Panania. It was
a short cut between the Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean
tlirough tae nai'rov/est pai't of tue Americas.
^Vhen tiie Panama Canal was buixt, most people tziought
that at last everything possible had been uone to shoi'ten
world routes of travel and transportation. "By tlxat time
airplanes haa been invented, but not many people expected
they ^vould ever be able to fly lorig distances over water.
P. 196 After Columbus discovered America, txie people of Europe
began to Ccili tne lanas of Uie Vvt stern hemisphere tue I^ew
In spite of t^^e hardaiaips and dan>3ers, people from
Europe began to cross tne At^-cuitic Ocean to ma^-e new homes in
the Hew "'/orId. As yeai'S went by, more ana more settiers came
to the Americas* Yo-. have leai''ned in your history lessons
about the people from England and other cojntries of
northwestern Europe who made settlements on tiie ccast of the
part of Nortii America whidi is now the United States. Fax'tiier
south in the Americas most of ti^e early settlers we^-e frojn
Spain and Portugal, cointries vvuich are in the southwestern
part of Europe*
Most of the countries to tne souUi of is were colonies
of Spain, ana thej.r people six-ak tiie Sj..o.nish language. These
countries make up what we call Spanish America.
\Vlierever the white people from Europe made settlements
in the Americas, they found Indians. Little by little tney
conquered the Indian^i and took ti^e Americas for tiieir own*
You met some of tixe Indians of toda^' when you v/ere reading
about Pedro and his peopj-e* There are lai'gs numbers of them
in certain of the countries of Spanish /-umerica.
t
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P. 202 Roberto 3a^''s that the name of Rio de la Plata is a
reminder of tiie hopes of the Spanish wiio first settled on
its shores. So is tiie name Argentina, for it too comes from
a word that means silver. The early settlers tiiought they
had come to a land ?i<9^ in silver mines, but they were
mistaken.
P. 210 Fernando says that a Portuguese sea captain sailed into
a beautiful mountain-rimmed bay on the eastern coast of Brazil
more than four h:.ndred years ag^. He tiiougnt he was m the
mouth of a river. The month happened to be January, ana so
he c. Ilea the place Hio de Janeii'o. Latei-, when a settlement
was maae thL-re, it was cal-i.ed by tiiat name.
3arrow3 aiid Parker
Journeys in Di->tant Lanas
P»9 The buildings witli aomes ai-e called m03(^ues. We would
call a mosque a church in our land. The towers are called
minarets. They ace somewiiat like the spires of cimrches. You
set, however, in Figure 13 that there a- e platforms around
these to'A'ers. It is the custom in Iraq to call people to
prayer at certain t^mes each day. To give the call to prayer,
a man stanas on one of these platforms so he can be seen or
heard by the people.
P. 18 People in our country and in other countries want to
know how people lived thousands of years a^o. In the 36 ruins
the diggers fina many things which si:ow us something about
the ways in wiiich people lived long ago. Some of the^ie things
have beeii taken to museums in our country and in otlier
countries. So some people in Iraq earn their living by
digging in ruins for things which te±l stories of tne st.
They also find in these ruins bricks aiiu other tiiirjgs they
can use touay.
P. ^4 ;5ore than one hunui'eu mixes we.^t of .Jasra stand the
ruins of an old, ola town. In tliese ruins men have found
tablets of clay. The writing on one of tt^ese clay tablets
r
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P. 34 (cont'd) shows tliat several thousand yeai'S ago tliia
town wos on tlie shores on the Persian Gulf. Now the shoi-es
of the Gulf are mariy miles from Uiis town.
P.44-46 Egypt, liKe txie lana of tne Tigris and Euphrates, is
a land where people lived thousands of years ago. At many
places a^-ong the Nile may he seen ruins of their temples and
monuments. Among these xnims men have found recoras of tixe
people who used to live here. Some natives earn their living
by uigging in tiie i*uins for things that will tell more about
these Egyptians of long ago.
P.46 Tne most famous of all the Egyptian -nonuments ax'e tiie
great pyramids The tallest of tuese pyraiiiiaa is about
four hunui'ed fifty feet high. A great Egyptian king was
buried in it. It is made of great blocks of stone, each
taller tiian you are.
Tiiese pyra;nids stand in tlie aesert across tne river from
Cairo I about seven miles from tiie west bank.
P. 78 i\head to tlie rignt, you see the mountain shown in Figure
106. It is called Vesuvius.
Pepino ' 8 faxher has t'^ld him about an eruption that
took place on a December day about tnree hunared yeeirs ago.
.... He has seen men digging in the ruins of the city of
Pompeii. Hundreds and hundreds of years ago tnis city was
buried so deepl) by asiies tuat came from the volcano that for
marvi rnany years it was a lost city.
P. 80 Tliere are many cities in Itaily besides Naples that people
like to visit. From the story of Pompeii, you have found
tliat people lived in Uiis land hundreds anu hundreds of years
ago. V»hen you reaa scox^ies of tne Romans in your history, you
will leai'n tliat some of the buildings and other tilings they
made can still be seen in Italian cities. In later days, also,
ti.ere have been many fii-mous Italian buij-ders, painters and
scuxptors. It is worth going a long aistance to see some of
their beautiful buildings, pictures, ana statues.
P.84-8C A fable of a tree and a famous city. 200 words
C
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P»6 \fe shall start from Hew Yv.rk City aiiu go west over tne
Lincoln Highway, v/hich stretches like a long silver ribbon
across our countiy from coast to coast, with San Francisco at
its western ena. This fine road was lala out in iJi3. It is
one of the principal higtiways across the United States. It
was named for our great President Lincoln,
P. 25 Altaough for aiaiiy, maiiy yeariS men haa tried to reaci* tu^
North Pole, Adiairal Peary, of o r own United States ilavy, was
the first man to do so. For twenty-five /eai's he uad tried,
and at lest, succeeaed.
In Uie summei* of 190b Peary sailed from ivew York on the
Hoosevelt, a siiip specially built to v.dthstand ci'ushing by
the ice.
On Febi'uary 16, 1909, about a week before tne sun would
appear, tiie men, witii tx^eir dog teajas, st rted for Uie Nortxi
Pole in six groups • On April 6, t.iey reached txie i^ortii
Pole. It had taken tlrieiiEi 36 days from Cape Col imbia.
P. 26 Peary's party then stai'ted back for Cape Columbia,
reaching it in sixteen days. 3ut a long, long time passed
before the vessel could geL free fr'isn t^ie ice. It was not
until months later tiiat Pea^'y reached a point where he could
send oat his message to t^ie woi'ld that he had discovered the
JNortii Pole.
P. 27 Otliers have since reached ^he IvTortii ?ole, bat in
different ways. In 192o, Gommarider 3yi*a, a^so of our iJavy
flew an airplane from the island of Spitzbergen, straight to
tne pole and back again. In tiie same year Amundsen flew
from Spitzbergen across ti^e North Pole in a great airship
callea the Norge.
Another airsuip, tne Italia, ci-ossed ti^e worth Pole froai
Spitzbergen, but was wreckea on tiie ret rn trip.
Because of Uie great des.late land areas in Uie
Antarctic region, few attempts have beei^ maae to reacn tixe
South ?ole. In 1902, Rouert F. ScoLt, an IZnglisiiman,
explored p^rt of triis laiiv^. In 1909, anoUier Englishman,
named Shackleton, went fai-»ther toward the Soutii Pole them any
man had gone. In 1910, two exploiting parties set out for
the South Pole. One sailed from England, and was commanaed by[
Scott. The otlier started from Norway and was commanaed by
Amundsen.
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P. 27 (cont'd) In October, Amundsen stai'ted v;itn four*
companxona and four sledges drawn by dogs* It took them
fifty-two da/3 to reacii "txe Soutii Pole, a aidtEuace of 864
miles. Here they sft up the flc.g of Am'ondsen's country, liorway,
and left behind a letter aadressed to the kin^^ of Norway for
the next comer to cari'y bs-ck as proof tiiat ti^ey had i-eadied
the pole.
Scout's party reached tiie South Pole i ive weeks later
€Uid found Amundsen's letter. But tiiey never left Antarctica
alive* Later, a sea^'ching pc^x^ty fouiid tiieir bodies and a
written record of tiieir terrible hardships.
In 1929, Comia^inder 7vichai-d E. 3yrd, now ResiC Adiiiral
Byrd, flew an airplane over the Soutu Pole. He^urning to
Antarctica in 1934 witti an expxoriiig p^j^ty, he lef^ his
companions ana o..ent tiio w^n^er ai.oi.e in a iitt^-e aut stuayin^
the t emperaxure ana v/inds of Antarctica.
In 19S9, 3yrd led a government expeait.on to Antarctica
and remained there over a year to learn inox^e about ti^is
continent.
P. 28 Admiral Peary was the firs'c man to reach the Nortii Pole*
H« discovered it on April 6, 190t^.
Three parties have r cached tiie South Pole. They were led
by Amundsen, a Nortrtregian, Scott, an Eiiglisnman, and x\amiral
Byrd, an ilmerican.
P. 28 From very early times the Egyptians have been civilized
people. Scattered throughout the Nile valley ai'e maissive
ruins of beadtiful temples built by them thousands of years
ago. The huge, tall round stone columns tiia.t once held the
foofs are still stanuing. Traveler^ of toaay vi^at the
pyramids the tombs of the ancient Egyptian kings. These are
enormoJS stone buildings, square at the bottom, and pointed
at tae top with trlangu^. r sio.es. Then die re is the Sphinx,
a giant stone sU^tue of a creature mtix t*ie boay of a lion and
the head of a man. The Sphinx is nearly two hunortd feet long
and over sixty feet higa, and all except tiie pawa is carved
out of solid rock.
P. 39 Here, too, is a great muse^Jtm, in wtiich are stored
ornaments, jewels, garments, ana furniture of the early
Egyptians. What is still more wonderful is that tne museum
holas the bodies of tiieir kings who ruled Eg^-pt many hunareds
I
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P. 39 (cont'd) of years ago. The Egyptians treated tiiese
bodies witii spices aad ointments to preserve them. Tuej are
called muinmies.
About nine-tenths of the natives of Egypt are of the
MohaHirnedan faith. They worship a god whom they call A-^-lah.
Their cuurches, or mosques, a-'e large beautiful buildings
with rounded domes. From their roofs rise tall, siender
tOY^ers, eac-i having a small door ana balcony at tht top.
These are the mimireto, from v,hich the r.^ohajunedan priests
call the people to pr'ayer.
?»40 From very early times the pecple of ^.gypt have been
civilized. All through the Nile Valley are great ruins of
v/onderful temples built by the ea.riy Egyptieins. lesides these
there an the pyramids, and a giant stone figure known as the
Sphinx.
P. 51 Their busy, independent life in tixe mountains has made
the Swiss a strong, coui*c:^eo.i3, and liberty-loving people.
Centuries ago, other nations tried to rule tusm. But even
before America was discovered the Svtriss people set up a
government of their own, ana they have been independent ever
since. Their governrnent is much like ours. The country is
divided into states, called cantons. All the cantons are
united into a repuclic, at tlie head of whicu is a president.
The president is elected by a Natj^onal Congress made up of
men who represent tL^e different cantons. These representative i
are chosen by the people.
P.52 The story of William Tell, whether true or not, j^qows
the Swiss love of freedom. Hundreds of years ago, Switzei-iand
was ruled by an Austrian governor wiio was vtry cruel to his
people* To force them to show him respect, he had his hat
hung on a pole in the market place, ana commanaed them to bow
to it as they passed. A±l who failed to do so were punished.
One man, nemed William Tell, would not bow to tlie
governor's hat* So he and his little son v/ex-e seized and
tsk.en before trie governor.
"I am told," said the govei^nor, "that you are a
wonderful shot with a bow a/id arrow. Now prove it. Your boy
shall stand one hundred paces from you, witn an apple on his
head. If you cem split th&t apple w-tii an gu^row, your life is
spared, 'lut, if you mis " the apple or kill the boy, you sx.all
die at once."
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P. £2 (cont'd) VVaat father v/ould save his own life in this way "
Tell refused to shoot at- the apple. Then the governor said
tuv-it if ue did not dc as^ he was coiaiuauaea tue boy would be
slain before their eyes.
Wliat could poor 'William Tell do ? Asking for his bov/,
he drew two arx-^ov/s from their c^uiver. As he fitted one of
them into the bow, Uie boy stood 3traii;;lit and still, facing
his fatlier, waiiting for the arrow. Swiftly it sped, and tiie
apple fe^Ju, cut in half.
"And the second a- row, what of U^at ?" asked tne
governor.
'•Tilat arrow was for you, tyrant, if I had missed my
first si.ot.'' answered Tell.
P*63 The Swiss are a strong, courageous pec»ple who love tlieir
freedom* Their government is much like ours.
P.67 Long ago their vessels (Dutdi) explored the oceans. In
the early days they discovered and still own certain lands
which now bring them great wealth. !lo3t of the islands of
tiie East Indies, lying between southeastern Asia and Austrcdia
>
belong to the Dutch.
P. 61 Well over two thousand years ago, great races of people
dwelt along the shores of this inland sea. AmoFig tlie most
important of these peoples were tlie Phoenicians, the Greeks,
r^nd Uie i\omans. We should be especially interested in these
nations, because they aid much that has helped our ov/n
civilization in ways of living*
So, in spite of tlie dangei's, real a d imagined, the
Phoenicians, the Greeks, anu the Romans sailed the
Mediterranean, ana as tney case to know tiie sea, t:iey made
rough maps to show the locat-.on of different lands along its
shores.
P. 62 Bravely tney fPhoenicians) sailed througn the strait int)
the Atlantic Ocean and at length reached t-.e land v/hich is now
called England.
Perhaps the most important thing the Phoenicians dia was
to invent an alphabet. The alphabet v/e use today grew out of
the alphabet the Phoenicians made so many years ago.
Like the Phoenicians, the Greeks bees ne sailors and
traders. P.Tany of them were great artists and writers who left
us beautiful poems, interesting stories, and wonderful statuea
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P. 62 (cont'd) and temples so beautifully made that to this
day peopxe of othex' nati-onj use then as models.
P. 63 The Romans v/ere great soldier's, builders, ana rulers.
Their anuj.es conquered many of the surrounoing countries. In
the lands they ruled they built broad roaas and wonderful
buildings. The Homans also raaae wist laws for governing
these lands. So good wei'e the ntoman laws tnat many of the
laws of our country and other countries ai^e copied from tiieia.
P. 64 Finally in i£>69j erigineers dug a great canal, trie Suez
Canal, through the Isthraus of Suez, thus Joining tiie
Mediterraneaii .'.nd fted seas. Tne opening of tne Suez ^anal nas
greatly added to the trc^ae on Uie Meaiterranean ana has made
of this inland sea a very important higi^way, over which shxps
of all nations are continually corning and going.
P. 71 For hundreds and hundreds of years tiie Nortlnaen have
been brave ana daring seaiTien. 1'hey were not afraid, liK€
most people of early times, to go Out across the ocean. Long|
long ago they buio-t strong xittle ships ana ventui^ed out m
tnem far.lier ana fartner west. Weai.^l^>' a tnousana years ago
they founa the islands of Iceiana and Greenlana in tne cold
regions of the nortli. From xhere tiiey p^-essed on ana finally
landed on t..e siiores of North America, hunareds of years
before any ottier peo};±e of iOurope . Tne people of I'iorway stxll
love the sea, and depend on it for much of their fooa.
P.76 To the north was another country which cotild be reached
across tixe plains, but the Chinese were so afraid of tne
people who lived there that they built a gt'eat wall to keep
them out*
P.78 For thousands of years the Chinese stuaents have stuaied
mainly thn writings of Confucius. He was a wise man who lived
about 600 years before Christ.
P. 107 Australia was tne last continent to be settled by the
white men. Even after it was aiocovered, v;nite people saw
few reasons for going- there. At last an English sea captain
took possession of the land for Engl.nd. The first settlement
was not made unt-1 about tiie time leorge Washington became
president of our country.
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P. 107 (cont'd) England thought tiiis far-av/ay isiaiia would be
a 'good pxace to keep pr:.soners. So the firs-t real settlers
were prisoners sent from England. They lived in priii:.on
colonies near the present city of Sydney. Here they were
forced to work to support tiiemseivos.
After a time it v/as discovered that Australia was too
fine a country to use oni.y as a prison. From time to time,
Englisnmen took their fani^ies to the isian.--continent. Oniy
tiie brave ana daring, went, for the voyage was lone ana
dangerous. In spite of the hardships anu dangers, settlers
kept coming.
Freder'ick Branom and Helen Ganey
Our Land and Far Lands
Sadlier New York 1939
P,3 Many people from foreign countries have sailed into
New York Ba^' and h'..ve passed tiie Statue of Liberty. The
statue is the figure of a woman holding a torch. It is a
sign that America is a land of freedom.
P. 6 The tomb of CJenerai Grant is by Ci.e i.rive and the Hudson
River. General G--ant was a great general during the Civil
War and he was once President of the United States.
P. 6 We visit Inaependence Hall, a picture of which is shown
in Figure 4. ¥/€ see the Libei'ty Bexl which was rung after the
Declaration of Independence was auopted in i776. Just a few
miles from Philadelphia is Valley Forge, v*here "Vashington
and his army suffered during a very c Id winter.
P. 6 We reach Gettys" urg and stop and vis^t tne graves of
many soldiers who fought in the Civil War.
P. 38 Admiral Peary was a great Arctic expio^'er Peary
was the first man to reach the North Pole.
Two other great Arctic explorers were Stefansson and
Mac*Iilian. Stefansson traveled over a large part of the Arctii
Region in North America.
'^!ac^?illan has m^de many trips to the Far North. He has
told us much about the :^ife of the Bokimo.
I'
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P. 38 In 1926 an American party led by Commander 3yrd flew
over the ivortii Pole in an airplane.
P,43 The Souti^ Pole was discov-red Captain Amundoen a
Norwegian. He weiit over the snow and ice to the pole
Duriiig recent years Admiiral Hichar^ 3yrd has lea two parties
to the Far South. On each trip 3yrd made his Ciicap at a place
wi^ich he calJ-ed Little America. 3esiue» flying ovcr the South
Pole, 3yrd explored raucii of txie region ana discovered many
interesting tilings.
P. 62 Cairo is rea^^ a Mohammeaan city. This means that most
of the Egyptians ai.'e Mohammedan. They ax'e followers of
Mohammed, ifohaiimedan pla ces of worship are called most^ues.
Each mosque has one or mo -e steeples. These are called
minarets. Five times a day, a priest goes to the top of the
minai'et. lie^'e he cal-£ out to tne people to pray.
P. 63 Egypt has a grand and glorious history. It has been
called "The Mother of Civilization". Egyptian civilization
can be traced backward for sixty ceniuries. You recall that
a century is one hundred years. Long before Europeans
advaiiced in learning the Egyptians had a knowieage of many
things.
P. 64 The rulers of ancient Egypt were powerful and wealthy
The wealth w:-3 used to build palaces, temples, and statues.
The Ancient Egyptians loved beauty.
P. 6^-66 A few miles from Cairo are the Pyramids which were
built by the Ancient Egyptians. These wonaerful Pyramias are
built on tixe edge of the desert. The lai^geat was buxlt n.ariy
6,000 yeai's ago Each pyramid was built as a tomb. It
was a burial place for an Egyptian ruler
Furniture, ornaments and even food were placed within
the tomb. The Ancient Egyptians were so sui^e in their belief
of a life after a deatli tiiat t..ey made ready for it.
Scenes were carved or painted on tiie wails inside the
tomb. These scenes help us to understana how the Egyptians
lived and worked a very long time ago*
There is a museum in Cairo which contains articles from
the tombs of Uie kings ana queens. There are examplQ.3 of the
oldest known writing in the world.
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P. 86 We expect to ^end one nigtit at tiie St. Bernard Hospice.
• Ilonks have lived in the hospice for a great man/ years.
They devote tiieir lives to saving travG-.ers.
P,94 One of the great heroes of Swiss history is William Tell.
He helped to drive out some of the enemies of Switzerland about
600 years ago. A^ost every boy and girl has heara tiie story
of William Tell aliooting the appxe off the head of his son by
means of a bow ana arrow.
P. 122 When you stady history you wil- leai'n of the early
civilization wt^ich centerea around tx^e Meaiterranea^i Sea. You
will leam about the Egyptians | Phoenicians, Greeks ana the
'Romans •
The Ancirnt Egyptian > built stone pyramids and temples.
So progressive were the Egyptians that they haa a
system of picture writing. An alphabet was developed by the
Egyptians.
The Phoenicians were br<-tve sa-lors and traders. Tney haa
an alphabet and they planned a system of mCmey.
The Greeks built buildings and mace statues of great
beauty* They were lovers of art. The Greeks were very
learned men* They were great writers. They had many
excellent ideas about government.
The Romans toe were great builders. They buiJ.t beaatiful
buildings and fine roads.... * They conquered many nations.
P 4^133 We alreac^know about some boats wx^ich crossed tiie
Atlantic. The Samta Maria, the flagship of Columbus, was a
sailing vessel. The Mayflower, on *hich the Pilgrims came to
America, wi-s also a sailing vessel.
P. 142 What girl or boy has mibsed learning of Uie Wortiimen or
Norsemen? These br^ ve seamen reached America xong befo. e
Columbus...... The Norsemen lived along the C0c,at of Norway.
P. 156 For many, many centuries China was an Empire, eovexned
by an Emperor.
P. 168 China is an old, old nation. Long before the birth of
Christ ti^e Chinese c rried on a caravan trbde witu the people
of Central Asia.
The Chinese built a wall so that people from the nortli
could not enter the country
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P,171 Australia was first reached the Dutch but the Dutch
were not interested in a place which promised no trade • Later
English sailors reached Australia. They aid not thin^. much
of the place. It was in 1770 that Captain Cook, an
Englishmani reached Australia.
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P.2 It was by traveling around tiie worla ttiat a great
explorer named '^^agejJ-an gave ua the best proof of all that the
earth is round. A little mox'e than 400 yeai'S ago, he sailed
to the West Inuies from Europe.
;road highways that
t:ie northern half of out* United States from tiie
P. 11 The road we shall take is one of the
run across
Atlantic Geast to tlie Pacific Coast. It is called tae Lincoln
Higiiway in honor of our famous President Abraiiam Llncoia.
P. 17 "The City of Brotherly Love" as William Penn named the
city seems to us like New York in many ways.
P. 63 Our great American explorer Admiral Robert E. Peary was
the first to reach the North Pole. For more tiian twenty years
he had been trying to find this most northern point on the
globe.
Again and ggain Admiral Peaiy set forth from the United
States .At last Admiral Pe^jry succeeded. He reached the
North Pole in 1909.
P. 64 Another brave officer of tiie United States Navy, Aumiral
Richard 3yrd, later flew over ttxe Nortii Pole in an
airplane. He circled above it aga^n and again and made notes
from the sky. Admiral Byrd also s:)ent montiis in exploring
tiie frozen Antarctic continent The ^outli Pole had eilready
been discovered by the Norwegian exolorer, Roald Amundsen.
Amundsen later flew above the Nortii Pole in an airbhip
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P. 99 We au^e in one of the oldest countries upon earth. Egypt
was a land of temples and palaces tiio. sands of yeeu-s before
tiiere were cities in Europe aiid America. It is so old -uxat
no-one kn ws Just how ^ong there have been ancient cities here
on iiie banks of the Nile.
In many places aiong the river, in between the mud
villages of today, there ai'e ruins of these temples and of
the tombs of Egyptian kings who lived tixousands and thoustinds
of year's ago. Some of these were formerly covered vvitii mounds
of earth. 3ut they have been dug out ana v*e learn from them
much about the life of Egypt in olaen dc.ys.
P. 100 It was the custom in those ancient times to preserve the
bodies of tiie dead kings anu. queens in spices. They were
wrapped in v/inv-dng cloUiS ana so treated tiiat tney have kept
their Si^ape even toaay. In the Cairo luseum we see many such
dried bodies, wnich ai'e caxL-d mummies.
Witii the mummy of a king or ^^ueen, the Egypti^^ns of long
ago buried rich treasures. They put tixem in rooms inside
tombs which were sometimes painted witii scenes showing the
life of those times. The most famous of lJ-j. tue Egyptian
tombs au e the Great Pyramias near the city of Cairo.
From these treasures and paintings we can xe«rn much
about this Egypt of so long ago. We know that tne Egyptian
I
kings lived in splendid palaces, ana tJiai. they haa tho. san^s
of slaves to do their biddlr^g. They sat upon handsome chairs
and slept upon couches. Their disi^es and Vc.se s were of
pottery beautifully decorated in colors, ana they used also
many tilings made of gold.
The old Egyptians had a kind of writing wbich tejJ.s us
also macii about their life and customs. At first they used
pictures tnd symbols insteaa of an alphabet. They carved
tnese upon ti^e stones of tiieir tombs and upon pointed stone
pilxars called obelisks. Later they founa out how to make a
kind of paper from tlie papyrus pic- nt that grew along the Nile.
P*105 Often we pass a building v/ith a dome in the center of it i
*oof and with fcur tov.ers or minai*ets at its corners. This is
a mosque, the ciiurofc of the Egyptian people. Most of the
Egj-ptians belong to the .fohamraedan religxon. They believe in
a God wnom they call Allah and in Mohammed, whom they call
the prophet of God. They speak of themselves as Moslems.
The Moslem holiday is Friday. On thf t day ail good
Moslems go into the mosques to pray. They always sa^ their
c
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P»10fc (cont*d) pra^f-ers facing the EasL in the direction of
Mecca, in Arabia. This i^ the city where Ivlohamaied lived.
P. 128 In the earlier days before there were so maxiy railroads
in Switzerland, travelers often crossed txi.e Alps on foot,
going throu^ the pasi^es in the mountains. Often taey were
lost in tile snow anv^ died of co-.d and hunger.
P. 129 A priest known as St. Bernard built a shelter in one. of
the most dangerous passes. The monks of St. Bernara
raised huge ahagi^j dogs whicxi they sent forth over the snow
to hunt for travelers in distress. .... .Lfany j-ives v/ere saved
by the good monks and the brave aogs of St. Bernard.
P. 137 Switzerland is in man^' ways like the United States. It
is divided into states cuj.i.ea cntons. It is governed by a
president and a congress somewhat like ours at Waaiiington.
Its people rule tiiemselves, for they choose their own
president and their spokesmen in congress.
The Swiss love freedom. Sep and Heidi ana all other
Swiss children know the legend of the brave Swiss hero,
William Tel-. Two hunored yeca-s before Columbus discovered
.
America, pctrt of Switzerland was unuer the rule of Austria.
The Austrj-an govemoi* was a cruel man. Ke made unjust laws.
The Swiss people were unlxappy anu. longed to be free.
One day, tiie legend goes, tiie Ac.^tnan ruler commanded
that all Swiss should bow down before his cap which was seL up
on a pole in ti^e public Ss^ua^'e. Vvixliam Telx, a famous
archer, refused. The ci'uel governor ordered him to snoot an
apple from the head of his little son, as a punisliment for
his disobedience to tixe order. V/e have all read how Tell's
steady hand shot the arrow, splitting the apple witiiout
hai^^ing the child, and of how tiie brave Swiss diired to tell
the tyrant that a sec nd arrow would have killed him if tiie
child had been wounded. Later William Tell helped his people
to throw off the rule of Austria and to gain their freedom.
Some sa^' this story is only a legend. But whetiier or
'not William Tell ever lived, many Swiss believe thai he aid.
There are statues of him with his bow and arrow in several
places in Switzerland.
c\
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P. 166 The pale ce of the queen of the Nethei'lanus io here in
The Hague. The queen is much like our own President. She
ru'Je s tiie lano. with the help of their congress, which is
called the States-General. The Netherlanas is raaae up of
eleven states or provinces. Each elects its own spokesmen in
the States-General.
The Dutch are a hard-working, sturay people. They are
calm and quiet. They love peace. In The Hague there is a
building called the Palace of Peace that v/as built by an
Araericc.n, Andrew Carnegie. Here different nations laay come
to talk over their differences and to settle tiieir quarrels
in a peaceful manner.
P. 160 Three thousand years ago, on the eastern shore of the
Mediterrrjiean Sea, tliere lived a boy named Hiram. His lanu
was called Phoenicia, and his father was tx.e cc^ptain of a
Phoenician tradiii^i sxixp. In thoi^e days the most c-tvilized
lands of tiie westem world were the ones about tlie
Mediterrfinean Sea, and most importaiit of f^iem all was tiie
land of tae Phoenicians.
The people about the MeditQi^ranean usea tae sea for
traveling and trading. The Phoenicians' ships were Uie
largest ana the most nLjuerous. They sailea to every port
about the Mediterrctnean, ana thftir country grew rich with
their trade. The Egyptians also had some of tae first ships,
but their sailors were not so daring as the brave P-.oenicians.
Whenever Hiram's father set fortii in his tradiiig ship,
his fc.mily wept. They feared the sea. There were tempests
that wrecked tiie flimsy wooden Siips. There were sea monsters,
80 they believed, thai devoored tiie sailors. There were siiarp'
rocks upon which snips were dashed to pieces oj the strong
waves. Tiie trading sliips were often gone for months at a
time on tlieir darigerous journeys.
As we look at a picture of a Pixoeniclan ship like that
on tiiis page, we ao not v/onder at these fears. How different
tiieir boats were from tlie hw.ge steei ana iron steaasiiip upon
whicii we aj"e moving so safely and speedily over tiie w vgs.
Steam engines hau not been tlien invented. There were no
metal ships. Their little boats were of wood. They were
rowed by raany oars, or sent before trie wind by me-.n3 of sails.
They moved lowly and they were not strong enough to witlistand
the higii waves. Great engines aend our steanship along over
the water at a speed many, mnny times greater than that of the
Phoenician oarsmen. A modem ocean steamship will carry as
mnT\y rft^r">ft aft hundred of these old Phoenician vessels.
cc
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P. 161 An old le&ena telxs of a Meaxterranean sailor who passec
through the Strait of Gibraltar for the first time. When he
caiae to the Atlfintic Ocean, he was frightened. On the gray
side of the Hock of Gibralter, as a warning to other sailors,
he wrote tiie Latin words "ne plus uxtra", wiiicii mean "no moi'e
beyond". But tiie Phoenicians wert fearless. They believed
that there was more beyond, and their ships were the first
from tile Meaiterranean to brave the dangers of the migiity
Atlantic Ocean. They finally Cbine to tiie British Isles and
brought back rich car-goes of tin.
Thei'e were lea.'ned men in iliram's land. It is said thai
tne Phoen. cians wei^e the first to invent an alphabet for
writing and reading. Our own axphabet is thought to have
grown out of the alphabet which they invented.
Anotiier imi^ortant n tion of these olaen times was Greece
a land not far to the northv/est of Phoenicia. Greek traaers
also sailed arounu tlie Mediterranean, but the Greeks of long
ago were famed cniefiy for Uie splendid tern, les buixt by theii
architects, the beautiful statues made by their sculptors,
and tne fine writings which their xeai.'ned men j-eft behind
them. Many of the handsomest o the publj.c buildings in the
United States have been modeled upon the ola temples of
Greece. The Lincoln 'Memorial at Washiigton is one exam^jle of
how we follow tlie Greeks even today. In this way t..ey have
helped us to make our cities beautiful.
P. 162 Farther on to the west of Greece and Phoenicia was
Rome. The Romans were a great people in those early days,
they built some of the world's first fine roads. Their
sturdy warricrs traveled by land and by sea. They discovered
and conquered many new lands. At one time tlie Romans wert
the rulei*.^ of almost all tiie cout^tries of so uthern Europe.
The lav/s which they used to govern these l-mds w- re so well
made that raah>' other n tioiis have stuaied them in drawing
up ttieir own laws.
These important nations of the past are no more. Other
nations have grown up aiid become more powerful. Today there
are many different peoples about the Meuiterranean Sea, as
we shall find out as we go on witli our cruise. From the past
there ai*e left only the alphabet of the Phoenicians, the
beautiful art and the fine poem:, of the Greeks, ana the wase
laws of the Romass. All of these have helped to make our
own lives interesting ana beautiful.
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P. 163 We have already leai'ned that our owii United States was
settled by people from Europe, Since the Pilgrims first
came, ships have brought from the European continent thousands
of families who wislied to live in our free lanu and to become
good Americans* Most of us have fox't fathers who once dwelt
in Europe.
P. 166 The Suez Canal. It took many years, and j.t cost
millions of dollars, to dig this great Ccnal. It is as xong
as the distance from New York to Philadelphia by the Lincoln
Highwa^^. Thousands oi' ships pass througii it each year, and
eacu one pays a fee to the Iritish, who chiefly own it and
who manage it. The Suez Canal has made tlie Mediterranean
and its ports important in ti^e trade of the whole world.
P. 168 Anotner beautiful volcano which we see during our
Meaiterranean cruise is Mt. Vesuvius in Italy. This is the
only really active volcano in Europe
Mai^y villages have been aestroyed by lo-va fi-ows from
these volc-noes. Not far from Vesuvius are the ancient
cities Ox Pompeii and Herculcmeum , which were conpletely
buried by tne volcano nearly nineteen hunorea years ago.
P. 169 At one time the Romans ruled almost ai-i- of this p^irt of
the world. They settled in every European country about
the Mediterrc.nean. So almost all of the children who live in
these countries have had Roman forefatuers. The people of
Spain, Frciib;e, and Italy today are often chilled L..tins, from
tne ancient ncjne of the old lanu of the Romans.
P. 183 For hundred of years tlie people of Norway have fished in
tiie northern seas. Even before »Jol-imbus oiscovered America,
the brave iTorsemen, as the people of l-IoJTVv'ay were cal_ed,
sailed farther and farther out into the Atlsntic Ocean in
search of gooa fishing grounds. They reached the Grand Banks
and even the unknown shores of wnat is now tiie United States.
On their fishing tri^.s t..ey discovered also the nortnern
islands of Iceland arid Greenland.
P. 190 For thousands of years the people of Ah Lor^g and Pao Pay
have dwelt in China. Theirs is one of the oldest nations on
earth. Uo-one knows just how old it is because, for hunareds
of years, txie Chinese shut themselves away from all other
nations.
1c
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P»191 For year's tlie Chinese a_d not want travelers from other
lands. They feared straiigers.
The Great Wall of Chin... is about as high as a two story
house. To shut their land cnrnpletely away from ttie rest of
the world, they built a migiity wall tha^ ran over mountain
and valley for a distance as far as from Kew York to Qmalia.
In those olaen days the Chinese were far ahead of ti^e
otiier nations of tlie worxd. They hr.d artists and poets and
many learned men. They were the first to spin silk, to print
books, to make fine dishes, and to plov/ the land. They ai'e
thought to have maae compasses, gunpowder, arid many more
things earlier than other people.
Ridiard Dodge and Eai'l Lackey
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P.4 For years men tried e^gain and again t
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P. 26 Soon we pass a group of islands c^^lled the V/est Indies.
Here v^e are sailing through the dark blue waters first
explored by Columbus v/hen he oiecovered America.
P*S£<-24 It is said that v/hen Columbus reached South America
in his oe...rch for Inaia he saw some Incdcuis playing with a
strange kind of ball (rubber).
P.40 It was from Europe tiiat the first white men came to our
country. One of the very first to Cioss the Atlantic was
Columbus. In his time travel at sea was dreadfully dangerous*
P.4§ On Bedloes Island is the famous Statue of Liberty
towering 360 feet above the level of the water. This statue,
the highest in the world, was presented to the United States
by the people of France.
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P»60 Since the sea is so near, the Dutch have lon^' been
great sailors. For hundreds of year's they have sails^d the
seas as expi-orers, as traders, or as colonists. In fact, me
Dutch were tue x^^-^t to plc.nt a colon^- v»here i'Jew Yorii Ci-ty
nov/ stanus. They called it iJew Amsterdam, after their own
city of Ansterdoin in lloiiana.*
P*82-8S On our way soutliward toward Napoii we go tiirough
Roma (Home), one of the ol-est ana most interesting cities
of Europe, Had v/e time to stop tlier€,v/e could spend monUis
without seeirig all the v/onderful sights. Perhaps, some day,
wiien we huve lecj:»n':d from our history someihing about tiie
Romans of long ago, we Ccin retarn an^ visit this old city.
P. 83 South of Napoxi we see a mountain peak. This is
Vesuvius, tae most famous volcano in all tne world. Ldng, long|
ago Ilercuxaneum and Poia^-exj., tv,o ciLies at the foot of the
mountain, were buried under the dust and melted rock, or lava,
poured o .t from tiiis great volcano. These old cities are
being uncovered, and from their ruins v/e learn much about how
tiie early Romans lived.
P»90 It la also tue port(Jidda) for Mecca, a city fifty miles
inland* Millions of peo^^le in this pai't of the world belie ve
in tiie Mohammedan religion. Mecca is their holy c-ty,because
Mohammed, tht^r leader, was born there. Eacxx year it is
visited by thousands of Mohammedans. These people, some of
whom come frcm great aiotances, ai'e known as pilgrims*
P*99 The early Egyptians built some of the largest monuments
and tombs in the world. No traveler in the Nile Valley should
miss seeing the most fano .s of the pyramids. Over six
thousand years ago the fxncient kings of Egypt, who were
called Pharaohs, bu^lt pyramids for tombs in vs^iich to be
buried. These pyramids were built of huge blocics of stone
placed one above tlie otiier. Hundreds of tiiousands of slaves
worked in building tliem. Some of the pyramias are 4G0 feet
high* Within these great tombs axe f^ouna tne bodies or
mummies of the early kings of Egypt* ''ere, too, are found
many things Uie Pharoaiis used* There ai*e chairs, couches,
chariots, knives, pottery, and jewelry. These ancient
Egyptians knew how to preserve tiie body after death, and we
find the Egyptian mummies still in good condition today,
altiiough ^aey are thousaiids of years old.
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P. 100 Every traveler to tiie Nile Valley will v/fint to see the
famous Sphinx a huge stone figure Vv'ith the head of a wcKnan
and the hody of a crouching iion.
P. 101 There are mar^y fine mosques to be found throughout the
city (Cc^iro). A mosque is a church building used by the
fol^^owers of Jtohammed, the great religious leader. Mary of
them are decorated in beautiful designs and colors.
E.106 Tlie title of our stor>- speaks of China as an old, old
country of Asia. It v;a.ll be interesting to learn how old
China is. Severai. ti^ousana yeiirs ago t..e peoples of northern
and western Europe were still uncivixizea. They had no cities*
They lived chiefly by hunting and fisJ^ir^ and much of their
tine was spent in fi^iting one another. The Aiiicricas were not
even to be discovered for manjy h- ndreds of years, and in
those great continents lived only Inaians. Yet at this early
time China was already a civilized nation. The wealthy
Chinese lived in well-built houses and dressed in silks. They
knew how to read ana v^-rite, and even had hospitals. Long
before Europecms knew about such things, tiie Chinese had
invented gun-powder and the compass, anu understood printing.
P*107 From early days the Chinese wished to keep other people
from coning into tlieir country. To help do this, one of the
Chinese rulers buij-t a great wall \viiich still stands. This
wall is nortlx of Peiping arid extends westward from the sea
1,700 miles.
P*134 Only hardy explorers and sailors have ever visited
Antarctica. We learned the ntmes of tv;o of the explorers to
the Antai'ctic on oar trip to the Far North. Aiaundsen was the
first expxorer to reach the South Pole. He ai.a his companions
tramped for many we<^.ry miles over txie rough, uneven snow and
ice.. All their supplies were carried on sleds drawn by aogs.
Admiral Byrd who flew his airj^lcne over the NorabL Pole, also
flew over the South Pole. The story of Byrd's trip to
Antarctica and his flight over the South Pole is a most
exciting one. For our trip to Antarctica v;e shall follow
Byrd and learn about the man^-- interesting things he and his
men saw and did
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P,137 The most du ring part of BytiS's Antarctica trip was his
flight to the South Pole. This was mad« in a large pxane
with three motors. On Thgmksgiving Day, 192'J, ue set out
from Little America with three brave corajjanivons. . • . • • On
November 28 he circled over the spot known as tue South Pole.
Aa he did so, Byrd dx^oppea an Ame.'ica.i fl^.g weigiited with a
stone from the grave of Floyd 3ennett, who had been his
companion on the flight over the Nortii Pole.
W. H. licConnell
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P. 63 The Egyptians, who no.ve lived in tne Nile Valley for
thousands of yeai iS, have given aany tixirigs to the world. One
of these is t^ie caienaar. It seems like a very simple tiling,
and you don't think much about it except v/uen you v/ant to
know how long it v/il-t be until Christmas or the Fourth of
July. Yet the first calendar took much stuuy and thought.
Our calendar is not like the first one, of course, but it
follows tne same plan. T^^e Nile "River v/as very helpful to
tlie wise m.n of Egypt when they made tiie plan of txie calendar
The pyramids of ancient Egypt are famous ail over tiie
world. They wei'e built by powerful kings of Egypt so tliat
people would remembe-* them after they were dead, dany of the
pyramids ai-e still standing They were made of enormous
blocks of stone, one on top of another, reaching up, up, ana
up towai'd the sky, but nobody knows just how they were bui^-t*
The men v/ho built tixein uian't have macninery to lift such
blocks. How did Uiey lift them? Even now the wisest men
can't aecide how pyramids were built.
There ai^e many rooms inside tiie pyraiaida and in these
were stored treasui^es tiiat belonged to tne kings and queens
of thai, day. The rooms v/ere se^^led to tiiat no-one could
steal the treasures. Now soae of tiie rooms have been opened,
and from tiieir contents vire have leai'ned many tuings about tiie
Ancient Eg>-ptians.
The Ancient Egyptians like jokes. They liked to make
pictures that tola funny stories, mucii as our cjmic strips
tell funny stories. They did not have newspaper^, of course,
but they made comic strips ju. t tixe same. The comic straps
were carved on stone at first, but later paper was used*
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P,63 (cont'd) Some of these funny pictures are still to be
seen in museuaifi. One siiows a donkey, a monkey, a lion, and
a crocoaiie givxng a concert, /*^nd that is funny, even today.
P. 72 Goon we saw the pyramids stanain^ as they have stood,
sti'ong ana beautiful, for thousanas of years. V/e wonde'ed
how they could have been built without the help of aachinery.
Sometime when we are older we snail oome to Cairo again and
Vxsit tiie pyramids.
P. 79 I shall go back several tliousand years ana tell you in
a very short story something of t*ie historj of Greece. You
must try to fit what I tell you into the things you have seen.
Once upon a tijne, tliousands of years aic;o, very wise and
civilized people lived in tne lana now calj.ed Greece and in
near-by is-ands of tne sea. These people had comfortable and
beautiful homes. They enjoyed life whether they worked or
played. They laugiied and danced ana sang and altogether lived
very happily. Liite the Egyptians whom you nave visited, they
Viforshipea a great many goas ana goddesses. Tney built
beautiful temples to honor their gods.
Their happiness lasted for years and years. It might
have lasted still longer except for tne wars that they fought
over one tiling ana another. They fought over very foolish
things, as people have done since the world began.
P,80 After a great many of these wars, their beautiful homes
and temples were destroyed. And their lc.nd, which once hc-a
proauced fine fruits ana grains, was laid waste. Many of the
people v»'ere killed, and many people were driven out of the
country. Those ^iio remained v/ere poor and weak. They wandereU
about, living however they might.
After many, many hundreds of years had passed, fierce
tribes of shepherds came into this once beautiful land. They
were pleased witn the climate of this country. They likea the
months of earth-soaking rain. They sav/ that tiie pastures
grew green with gooa grass for tiieir flocks.
They saw, too, that on the low hillsiaes were groves
of olive trees and fig trees, and tJiat higher on the slopes
were forests of beech and oak. 'Grapevines twined over the
olive trees and the fig trees. Flowers aotted the meadows
and the woodlands. The shepherds decided to stay. In the year
»
th. t followed, more such tribes came, eaca tribe settling
down in the valleys or on the gentle slopes of the mountains.
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P,80 (cont'd) By and by, as time went on, tiie shepherds began
to plow tiie soil ana to plant crops. Thus tiiey becaii.e farmers
They taugnt tiieir cnixdren to iool^ after tiie fxocks, so tiiey
were also sliepherds.
They saw the need of planting all the land tlif t would
raise crops. In such a mountainous country as this, every
bit of good grouna must be used. So it came about tiiat tney
began the custom of living in village s, so that they might
plant more of the land.
Sone of these villages grev.r into cities. Athene,for
example, grev; from a txny village. So also Spfirta and Corinth
grew. T^nese cities begain more than three thousana years ago,
no-one knov/s Just \i,-hen.
In the meantime some of the Greeks became sailors.
Sometimes it is said ihat the mounteans pushed the people into
the sea. That is just an odd way of sa;/irig that because of
the mountains tiiere was not enough lanu for everyone to raise
flocks or crops. F'or this reason mai^y men turned to the sea
to make a. living for their fai.iilies. In those olden uays it
was not (difficult to bulla ships ana boats because the
country had plenty of forests which supplied timber*
At first tiie sailors saxled only froi:. one bay to
another aj-ong their own coast* Finaj.ly tiiey became more
dai'ing ana sailed awa^y to other countries that bcirdex^ed tae
MediterrcJiean Sea. Some of the sailor's became tracers* The
Greeks had plenty of olive oil ai^a wine, and people in otiier
countries wanted these tnings* The Greeks aid not have enough
wheat and other grains, so they traded olive oil ana wine for
gram* They also bought fine silks from other countries.
P.81 After many years the sea and tiie irregular coastline of
Greece helped the people of other countries. But, better stil
tiiey helped the Greeks get acquaimted witii each otiier* Most
of tiie valleys opened out to tiie sea, so ti^at it was easy
for people to go by boat from one Vc.lley to anotiier. In i.ime
tne Greeks stopped figliting each otiier and united into one
country, whici^ tliey love deeply. It is an ola saying among
them that "mountains divide while the sea unites".
P*99 "?'[any, many years ago, iiunareds of years ago, most of
the land of France was owned by ricii people. Tiie farmers wlio
did all tne hard work of raising the crops and caring for
the animals did not own any land. They only worked on it.
(
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P. 99 (cont'd) The rica people lived in grand style in tiieir
beautiful ciateaus and did nothing. Some of tiie cliateauts
were fortr^ Soes as well as homes, for there were a great
many wars in tliose da^-'s. The fortresses were so strong tu.. t
they were fairly s^.ufe places even in war.
Many of these ancient chateaus ai'e still stanuing here
on tlie way to the ocean. Some of them are in ruins. Some of
them are used as museums. A few are still owned by very rich
people. But now the farmers in France o^m tiieir ovm lands,
and they are happier so."
P. 118 We go through a tiny hallway into the one room of the
building. The )(vind0Wi- are full of bright-bio omiiig plants
and on tixs wall harigs a picture of William Tell, a brave
hero of Switzerland.
Hundreds and hundreds of years ago, people first went
to Switzerlcnd to escape robber bands. The robber bands
•wandered through tiie rich valJ-eys of ?]urope stealing cattle,
crops, money, anything.
At first they lived in caves in tue mountains or ±n
rude huLS which they made of logs anv^ brar.ches of trees.
They hunted for food, and they made their clothing last as
long as it would.
After a great marj;^' years the people made roads down the
sides of the moantain^. Then other people came into tiie
mountains. Some came just to see the beautiful scenery.
Others came to m;:ike homes. All tliose vrliQ stc;yed had to work
hard, had to make much of a little. That is how the country
grew into a nation that is strong for such a small nation.
The people of Switzerlai.d love their freedom even more
than tiieir mountains. They do not often go to war because
they do not want the lands that other people have. They are
content with v/hat tliey h;ive, but they vrant what they work for*
Since ttiey have to vvork x^arc for all that they have they do
not waste anytiling.
P. 16c: So James Cook was employed by the r^oyal Society to go
on the long and dangerous Journey. He and his men set out in
their ship in August 1768, almost a year before the passing
of Venus. In tiiose days all sea travel was by sailboat, and
travel by sailboat is always slow because so much depends on
the wind James Cook Vsrrote a careful account of evexy
thing tiiat happened* Then he and his men made trips over
Tahiti and the islands near by. Cook gave them tiie name
Society Islands in honor of the Royal Society of London*
«
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P. 162 (cont'd) From Tahiti the explorers sailed aouthw^es^ to
New Zealaiid. They sailed northwest from there and by and by
bu:aped into tae shores of Australia Other sailors had
touched those shores before but no white men nad really
exploited tiie land. And no-one knew that Australia waj a
large island, large enough indeed to be called a continent,
King George III of England was delighted to hear
about the new land over whicn tne English flag v/as waving,
.le made J-umes Cook a captain of the nav;>^, Sverywiiere tne
people cheered the brave captain and his brieve men.
After a time Captain Cook was sent out to explore
Australia. Tnis time ne aiscover-ed how lax'gs it is ana Unxt
all of it lies sout^i of the equator. The name Australia
means "south lands".
King George thought it wise to have Snglishinen settle,
the new l-md. But the English people were not willing to
go thei'e and live. The^ taougiit the new land was much too
far from tiie homeland.
Then the king decided to send prisoners as settlers.
He argued tuat prisoners would be aappier even in a farav;ay
land than they would be in prison. In Australia txxey could
begin life all over again, forgetting the mistakes they had
made in tue past. So the first settlers were reaxly men
let out of prison.
Across tne narrow strip of sea from Melbourne is a
state of Australia which is not a part of tne cont:i.nent. It
is cm islana wiiich was discovered centuries ago by a sailor
named Tasman. Tnough Taamr-n was from Holland, he did not
take tne land for his own country. It was settled by
Engllsli people and is now a part of tiie country of Australia.
J» Hussell Smith
World Folks
V/inston, Philadelphia 1939
Pl-2 Once upon a time, long before any person now living
was born, a ship named the "'fayflower" sailed into a small
bay on ttiat edge of our countr^^ wuich frees the rising sun,
A town now stands on the giiore of that bay. Its name is
Plymouth, in the State of ?TassaCiiUsetts. There were one
hundred and five people on the "Ma^-flov/er" . They had come
across the sea to ra^-ke their homes in this country. When thej
wenteshore in December 1620 there was not a white man within
"taxmareas" of miles'i3f^ iirem.
''
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P. 3 An Snglisi:iman n?mea koger Wilxiams came to tnis country
|
lived among the Indiauis, leai'ned tiieir language, ana wrote
a book atout them. This book tells us many things about
some Indians called xiia^ rag^ji-etts, v.ho were neighbors of the
Indians vwho lived near Plymouth when the white man came.
P. 21 The first white maii who ever saw the Inaians of the
plains was a Spaniard named Coronado.
P. 29 These villages wex-e called pueblos by the Spaniard
Coronfcido, the firat wh^te man v\XiO saw them, and we still call
them by that name and refer to the Indians who lived in ti^em
as the Pueblo Indians.
P. 56 For a hundred years men tried to get to the North Pole
but they always failed. Finally, in 1909, Robert E. Peary,
an officer of the United States Navy, reacued the Nortii Pole
after many trips and years of hard work...... In 1926
Richard Hj, Byrd, anottier officer of our navy, flew over the
North Pole in an airplane. In 1929 Coinmander Byrd (later
promoted to Rear Admiral) flew over the South Pole and in
1936 he conpleted his second expeaition to this far-away
cola land.
Three days after Byrd's flight to the North Pole,
Roald Amundsen, a Norw-'egian, crossed the pole in a dirigible.
In 1911, Amundsen had tramped over miles of ice-covered l^and
to reach the South Pole.
P. 69 In 1492, a brave Italian ncjned Christopx^er Col-jnbus
started from Spain with some other men to sail across tne
western ocean.
P. 60 On the seventieth day of the voyage, October 12, 1492,
the weary sailors landed on an island, San Salvador or
Watling Island, one of tiie group we call the Bahamas. Columbul^
did not know he had discovered a nev/ continent but thought
he had reached India.
P. 60 The first men to go entirely around the world were the
Portuguese sailors. They left Europe in the y(:r.r 1619. They
went westwara around the southern end of South America and in
three years some of them got beck to Portugal.
^0
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P«lll The American, Mr. Peary, wtio was the first to reach
the Worth Pole d:^d it with the hexp of aog teams ana Eskiiiio
drivers and helpers
•
P. 120 Now ttiat v/e have flying machines, Rear Aomiral 3yrd,
an American, and an Snglisiimaii named ?/ixkins have explored
much of this great land of ice by flying over it in an
airplane
.
Rear Admiral l^rd discovered new mountains and claimed
some of ttie land of Antarctica for the United States
P. 162 Every village has tv/o things - the max-ket ana a mosque.
Itosque i.s the nrime of a church building of tkie Mohaamedan
relig-^on. Every mos-iUe has a tower, called a minaret. Five
times eaCii day trie priest climbs to the top of the minaret
and cries out in a loud voice telling people to say their
prayers to Allah, the ?^ohamme4an name for God.
P. 164 A long, long, time ago there was a king of the delta
and a king of uppei' Egypt kt la,^t their two kingaome
hecarae united into one kingaom called tx^e Kingaom of Egypt.
This happened about 3,400 yeai'S before Christ.
The people who lived 3,400 years before Christ had a
belief and a habit w^xicii were lucky for us because tiiey
carved them to leave recorus from which we can read todjpiy.
They believed that tlie spirit of a person lived after death
and had very much Xlie same kind of life as before death
In order that he might live this spirit life, it was necessary
the Eg^^ptians thought for his friends to preserve i^is body.
To do this tiiey filled the dead body witli spiees and other
things to keep it from decay. They wrapped it in mar^ layers
of fine cloth and put it away in a room under^cround or in a
stone chamber cut in the hiliside. If the boj^y, or mummy
as it was called, wa^s that of a king, a splendid tomb would
be buixt to contain it.
Indeed, tiie gi'eat pyra-nids of Egypt are tombs of kings.
These buildings arc one of the wonaers of the world.
c
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P. 164-156 To make the..r future life pleasant for the sririts
of the dead, many tilings were put in the tombs witii tne
mummies* Vessels of food that tliey had liked while tiiey wei'e
alive were pat in the tombs, fine furniture, Jewexry,
musical instruments, ana many otlier things. To make the
spirits feel at home when txiey came back to the tomb| the wallfe
were painted with scenes from the life of the one w.io was
buried there.
P. 166 From thes^ rock pictures and from t^^ii^s foona in the
tombs we h^ve learned a great aeai about ancient Egypt.
P. 166 Cairo has tlriree Sabbaths every week - three days in
succession - the 'fohauimedan on Friuay, then the gewisxi, tuen
the Christian. • lost of the people are Mohaimnedans, and tneir
priest can be heard on the towers of many mooc^'-tes calling
the people to pray. Find a minaret, ( ^ae tower of a mosc^ae)
in Figure 189.
P. 203 The Swiss are an intelligent people, a hardy people,
and courageous people. They are a people v/ho love liberty'.
One of their heroes is William Te^i. More than four hundred
years ago they bi lit a chapel on the place where his house
stood. The people wish alwciys to remember him as one who hei|^
ed free Switzerlana from some cruel rulers. Perhaps your
teacher v/ill te-1 yo-^ tlie story of William Teil.
P. 218 Since the Dutch were goo a sailors tiiey sailed away
soon ai'ter Coluonbus discovered Ame^-ica and took possession
of some land far away soutiieast of Asia. It is now Ccxled
Netherlaiids India.
P. 227 The greatest of these sailiiig schoolmasters were
peopj-e caxj-ed the Phoenicians,
P. 228 The Phoenicians soon built boats ana sailed across tne
Mediterranean to Egypt. ...The Phoenicians S-iled to Greece,
Italy, horth Africa, and Spain.
The sailing Phoenicians taught the Greeks mauy kinds of
skilled work which tiiey had themselves learned from the
Egyptians. The Phoenicians taught the Greeks one thing that
was more important tlian knowing how to weave c^-oth or make
brassware or any other kind of goods. Ir was a new way of
writing.
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P. 229 A"- out tlie year 90u 3.C. traveling Phoenicians taught
the alphabet to the Ireeks. That alphabet is now uaed by
all ti^e peoples of Europe > North AmerxC..-, and of western
Asia as far as India.
Soon after the Phoenicians taught the Greeks
how to work in stone , wonaerful marble buildings began to
rise up in Greek towns anv^ cities. To this day people suy
there have never been more beautiful buildups than those
buixt by the Greeks. .... .Greek scuxptors carved figures whica
were placed inside the buildings on tl^eir porticos. Better -
sculptures than those made in ancienx Greece have not been
made anywhere in the world.
P.2S1 The city of Rome soon became the mo^t important city in
Italy. T^^en these Romans vv.*o were so fond of ao^ng tilings
c-nquered one neighboring tov.n after another until they iniled
all Italy. Next the Roman armies conquered every coui^try on
the Mediterranean Sea, unt-tl finaxly the Roman iyapire ruled
all the countries tiiat toaci*ed this great see..
P. 236 The people of Gloucester ho.%e been fishermen for more
than three hundre.- yeai's. In 1623 some English fishermen
sailed into the harbor at Gloucester, anchored their sriips,
and buii-t some racks for drying fish.
P. 266 A few years after Columbus discovered America, the
fishing boats of Englana and France sa^-led all the wa^- across
the Atlantic to fish on tlie bariks of HewfouDdland and then
sailed back, taking the fish to Europe. This they did for
^ ears and years before aiiyone from Europe settled on tiie coast
of North America.
P. 267 Long before the time of Columbus the greatest fisheraen
of all Europe were the people of Norway. In those days tliey
were C- ia.ed Norsemen We should not care to go to sea in
a x^orse boat but the Norsemen were brave sailors. In their
little shxps ti^ey s..iled across the ocean to Iceland and
settled tl^ere, and they sailed to LJbra.^Qr and on to a plsce
vidiich they chilled Vineland.
c
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P, 279-280 The people of China leaiiied to re-^^ ....... to write,
to have scuoois, to ^ovei-n their co.uitrj to make t-oiei to
build buiidlaags andto be what w« calx cxvili^ea a ioi%' t^me
agol It was the Chinese who invented print irig| tiie compaas,
gun powaer and otiier ti^intis* China Wi^s an olu. couiitr^' tvt;n
when Greece was building her wcndei-ful luildings. Greece was
conc-^uei'cd by Rome and her schools we^-e bjroken up, but China
h&3 kept on end on and on*
Pti-'Sl U'hen our country waa founded abo:-t one hundred fifty
yet.rs ago, George ''a:i:.*n^i:,on and Thomas Jeffcraon and the
otiier great men of tiiat time haa f^irms that wei*e very auci*
like ti*e Tama of ti^e people in nome, George Waahj-ngton* s
fana ana tue Homan far^mj were cai'ried on in voi^ 2iuch tlie
sanie way.
P«287 Every ye.r thousands of pilgrims make the lo^ig climb
to the top of Fuji. MaA^ of tiiem worship the sun from itti
SUOLIiit*
P.312 The Japaiiese have been on Uieir ialetiidii for many
huiioji't'ds of yearsi. They ht.ve haa emperors from one foiaiu.^
for more hundreas of yeai-s than you hove fin4"t,rs axia toes
and ears and eyes. Japar* was an old, ola country when
Christopher Columbus sailed out into ti*e western ocean and
fo.iiid iviorth /uaeric... Dur^n^ a*-, tiieae hvinai'eds an^.. hundreas
of years tae Jap anese people grew tiieir rice and silk aiiw.
tea and built their houses and lived almost witiiout cnange.
De Forest- Stull and !:oy Hatcii
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P»4 Over four hunarea ye^rs ago the Spanish sihip "Vittoria"
of Magtiileui's fleet sailed arojnd it. This took neaily three
years. In l^CsS tiie i^neric^: n, Wiley Post, in his airplane,
"Wln..e Slae'S flew around it in lea a than eight df.ys.
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P. 16 We take a sight-seeing bus about Uie city for several
hours. We visit Independence Hall, witii its famous Liberty
Bell, where on July 4, 1776, The Declaration of Independence
was signed. We pass the Betsy Ross House, where the first
American flag was made, and Carpenters' Hall where the first
Continental Congress met.
P. 20 In tiie middle of the afternoon we reach Gettysburg,
about 120 miles from Phi o-aaeiphia. Gettysburg is known tixe
worlu over as the scene of the tiiree daya' battle (July 1, 2,
and 3, 1863) whic^-i marked the turning point in our Civil War.
Here we stop and hire a guide to conduct us ove^ a part of tne
25 square miles ich the Government has set aside as a
national pai'k. As there are 30 miles of a,itomoQile roads and
over 1000 markers and monuments, our guide's task is not very
easy. H'e visit the scene of Pickett's charge, the v^lieaL Field,
Bloody Angle, Semintiry Ridge, tixe Peach Orchard, Little Round
Top, Devil's Len, and the scents of other l^mous incider.ts of
this great three days' battle.
P. 30 We learn that a religious sect culled the Mormons
founaed this western city and we visit their te; ^ple and their
large taberncicle which can seat 8000 people at one t^me. We
visit the 3tate Capitol, the campus of the University of Utah,
and of the cliff dwellers.
P. 64 Many brave explorers have gone to these Arctic regions
to find tile North Pole, or to learn about tiie life of the
Eskimo. Perhaps the most famous was Aomiral Robert E. Peary,
wno v/as the first roan to reach tixC Worth Pole. This he did on
April 6, 1909.
Seventeen yec.rs later Aoiniral Richai-d JSi. Byrd ana his
asiiistant, Fxoyd Bennett, flew in an airplane from Spitzbergen,
an islana in tiie Nortii Atlantic, to ti^e North Pole and b^CK in
16 hours. In ^.ess tiiaii two-tiiirds of a aay tiiey aid wi^at it
took Aamiral Peary two-thirds of a year to do. Wittiin a few
hours of his retuni, the radio told the world of vSriat Byrd
had done, but it v^as five months before the success of Pea.y's
trip waS known.
P#66 A man by the ncme of Roald Amandsen was tiie first to
reach tiie South Pole. This he did on Dec. 14, 1911. Like Peary
he traveled witii dog teams, liad many hardships, and took a long;
tine. The same Rear Acmiral Byrd who flew to the North Pole
also went to ttie Soutii Pole
-y airplane on. Nov. 29, 1929.
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P,69 The Upper Congo extends fran the sources, or very-
beginnings, of the tiniest streams to Stanley Falls, namea for ,
tne famous African explorer, Henry M. Stanley.
|
'I
P. 72 A-Lmost all of tnese Ccravan drivers anu oas-s dwelu-ers
are Mohammedans, not Christians like ourselves. At the hour
of worship, they spread their prayer rugs on the ground, face
the east, or toward Mecca, ana bow low to the ground as they
say their prayers,
P. 76 In the midst of the great lake m. de by the dam is the
beautifux temple of Piiy^ae, naif under water,
P. 80 They had mighty kings, who bulxt temples and tomba so
that their names would be remembered* We see the ruins of
these gr'^ at temples at Edfu and Karnak, anu as we approaexi
Cairo we notice the f.-mous pyramias whicii we pj.an lo visit
when we reach the ena of our river trip.
The pyramids are about I'ive miles v;cst of Ca^ro on tlie
edge of the desert. We go by tram or motor to visit t^em and
wxien we reach than, tiiey ceem very grand. We wonder also at
the Sphinx, a huge ston statue nearby. .... .There are three f
pyramids near Cairo, two of vmica a.e about 460 feet hagn. Thej
largest one covers an area about the size of a city block. !
The pyramids were built about 4500 years ago by
Egyptian kings to be used £.s monumental tombs. As there were
no modern maCiines in those days, it t ok tiiousands of slaves
many years to cut the huge blocks of stone, drag them to the
pyramids, and lift them into place. Yet in spite of the sand
storms fr m tae desert ti^ey have lasted all these ytai-s ana m
may be stanuing here for many centuries mo^-'e.
P. 86 On Uie fl«cond day of travel we reach Genoa, a great
ana busy seaport. It was tne birtnplace of Columbus, wno I
discovered our ov/n coutry for the King ari^ Queen of Old Spain. '
Here the shJlp is anchored and we drive a aozen miles
inland to the "Eternal City". We are anxious to see Home
because we have heard so much about its splend rs. It was
founded nearly 30^'jO years ago and is known as "The City of the
Seven Kills". It was the center of the great Roman Empire,
tiie most famous of olden times.
All the roads of this v^st rrgion led to Home like the
spokes of a great v.heel. There sure :nany ruins of the ancient
city, and we enjoy visiting tiiem, especi^-j-ly the Colosseum,
where men fought lions before vast crowds, and the Roman Forum,
r(
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P. 8b (cont'd) where so maxi^ public meetings were held.
Rome is the capital of Italy to this day and is famous
as a modern city. We visit bt. Peter's Churdu ana the Vatican,
the home of the Pope and the center of the Catholic world.
It (ITaples) has a curving shore-line, blue sky above, i
blue water below, and in tlie background is the ftmoas smoking
volcano, Vesuvius. Long ago this volcano destroyed tiie two
cities of Pompeii and Hercuianeum.
P.S8-89 Modem Athens has wide boulevards ana fine modem
public builaings ,but we are mo.'e inte.ested in the Athens that!
was. We visit the Acrcpolis, that famous hill crowned by the
ruins of ancient temples, the most famous of v/hich is the
Partlienon.
P. 94 Geneva is famous all over the world as the meeting place
of the League of Nations, ana the center for the world-wide
Red Cross.
P. 100 The next day a short trip by traxh brings us to a city
called The Hag^ie . This is where the Queen of Holland lives,
aiLv.'here the famous Peace Paxace is. This stately building,
surrounded by beautiful grounds, is the gift of our own
Andrew Cai»negie. Here tiie World Court holds its meet^rj^s.
P.109 No wonder, then, that so many of the ptople of Norway
have become sao^lors. They were saulors in the old Viking
days and tiiey are sailors, today.
P. 126 Near Peiping is tlie Great V/all, one of the most fambus
sights in China . It was built over 2000 years ago and winds
around over mountains and through valleys for a distaiice of
over 1800 miles. It is made of large stones am ea^'th, with
lookout towers every so often. It was built to keep out the
grassland aomads from the north. It did good work in the days
of foot soldiers, horses, and spears, but would be of no use
now against heavy guns.
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Wallace Atwood and Helen Thoaas
Home Life in Fa.rav.a,y Laiias
Ginn Boston 1938
1. P. 112 - Fig. 161 An Airplane View of the Center of Paris
Point to the islana where the first settlers built
their homes. How is it connected vv itn tiie rest of tne city ?
Find a ch a'ch on the far end of txie island. This ia the
Cathedral of Notre Dame, one of the beautiful churcnes wiiich
you will visit while you are in Paris. The building v/c.s begun
over 760 years ago, and Paris was more than 660 years ola at
that time. How old is tiie city now ?
2. P. 146 - Fig. 197 The Ruins of the Colosseum at Rome
The Romans used this fine old builaing for outdoor
entertainments nearly two thousand years ago. It is built in
the Si^ape of an oval, witli tiers of seats arranged xike those
in our football stadiums and "bowls" of today.
3. P. 147 - Fig. 199 The Buins of Pompeii
If you were to walk through tiie streets of this old
Roman city, you might almost imagine tiiat you coulu see the
people walking about and hear the two-whee^-ed cnariots
rumbling over the stone pavements.
4. P. 148 - Fig. 200 Part of t..e City of Athens
The hill where the ruins are located is called the
Acropoxis, One of the ruinea temples on the Acropolis is the
Parthenon, which is said to have been the most beautiful
building in ti^e world.
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6. P. 163 - Fig. 206 The pyramids of Eg^'pt
They are made of large blocks of stone. The largest
pyrairiid was built ne; rly five thousand, years ago. The corners
of tiie pyrciEoids point exactly north, joutii, east, anu west.
Notice the little Eg/iJtion village in front of the pyramids.
6. P. 180 - Fig. 242 Part of the Great V/all of China
Soldiers were onee stationed axong Uiis wall to Keep
out men from other countries. The v/all also kept out new
ideas and customs. .
Wallace Atwood and Helen Thomas
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1. P. 125
The great stone pyramids were built thousands of years
ago.
2. P. 199
3e<r.litiful cathedral in Mexico City is one of the
largest churches in Nortii America.
3. P. 202
Straight ahead in this picture of Buenos Aires is the
house of the president of Argentina. It is tiie Casa Hoaada,
or the Pink House because of its color.

Harlan aarrov/s a.-u Edith Parker
Journe;,'s in jPistant Luanda
Silver Buraett !;ew' York 1936
1. P. 20 - Fig. 26 A Mjund of Ruins in Babylon
2. P. 21 - Fig. 27 Digging in tiie Riins of <i.n Ancient City
3. P.47 - Fig. 69 Pyramids along the ITile
4. P. 131- rig. 166 Peary on Board the Roosevelt
6. P#lo6- Fig. 167 Amundsen at tiie South Pole
6. P. 136- Fig. 168 SchaCx.leton' s disabled iuhip fast in the ice
for the winter. Two views
7. P. 136- Fig. 169 Schackleton's ship
(Just numbers in the text with a list of illustrations at
the back of the text.)
G. R. Bodley
People of other Lands
Iroquois i:ew York 1941
1. P. 6 Washington Crossing Briage
It is built at the point where moi-e than one hundred
ana fifty years ago General George Wstsiiington and a small force
of American solaiers crossed the Delaware laver and defeated
a British force in a very important battxe.
2. P,7 Independence Hall in Philadelphia
In one of its rooms, July 4, 1776, the Declaration of
Independence was signed. Rung out by the bell wliich hung in
the tower. "RvFr since tliat time the bell has been called
cc
G. H. Bodley
People of Other i-.anu.d
IroquoxS New York lt)4i
(cont'd)
2. P.7 Independence iiaii in Philadelphia - (cont*d)
the Liberty 3ell«
3. P. 20 Haciiillaii Ship
Tliis is the ship of L»onald LiacMilxan, a famous Arctic
ea^lorer.
4, P. 36 The Great Sphinx
The Sphinx lies in tlie desert guarding the entrance of
the Nile Valley. In the many, many years since it was built,
sand blown by the wind has worn awcy much of its rock and even
partly covered the huge figure. Not long ago it lay half
buried in the desert but now the sand has been removed from
around it. The pyramids in tiie background are tombs of ola-
time kings of Egypt. It took many years to build them. But
they were made so well tliat today the^ look much as they aid
nearly SOOo years ago when they were finally completeu.
6* P. 61 Tne Acropolis of Athens
The word "Acropolis" means the hign pstrt of a tov/n.
On tais hill tiie Greeks built beautifuj. temples maiiy hundreds
of years ago, when Greece was a rich and powerfux country.
So muQu time has passea bince the builaings were finished tii^.t
they have fallen into ruin. 3ut even the ruins are noted for
their beauty. The Greek style of building is used in many
countries today. Perhaps 6orae buildings In yoar town have
columns copied from one of the temples you see in this picture.
6. The Grater, or MoutiA of Mount Vesuii j.us,
Once, many years ago, Vesuvius threw out such great
quantities of rock and ashes that tov.ns nea:c»by were buried
deep under tliem.
r
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(cont'd)
7. P. 74 Great v/all of China
The wall is over 12CX) miles long. It was built by the
Chinese hundreds of yeai's ago to ahut out fierce people who
lived to tiie north*»..««««3ut though Uie Great '7all kept out
small robb'^r bands, it aid n,:t i\iliy protect China. Several
times, lar^'e armies succeeaed in passing the wall and
defeating tiie Chine ae in battle.
f cederick Jranom and Helen Ganey
Our Land and Far Lanus
Sadlier Ivew York 1939
1. P. 6 « Fig.4 Philadelphia
Independence Hall as it
Independence was signed there.
looked when the Declaration of
2. P. 61 - Fig.47
This is a picture of Cairo, Hg;,pt Find the ni03que||B
with the tall steeples.
3. P*64 « Fig.49 A Desert Jamp near tiie Pyramids in Egypt
The PyramiuQ are visited by mar^y people evcr^ yefu:*.
People look at theL> and wonder how tiie Eg^^-ptiand could ever
have built them. The ryi'aaids are built of large blocks of
rock* They have been standing in the dfti>ert for hundreds of
years and they probably will stand for many more hundreds of
years.
4. P. 86 - Fig. 67 Hospice of St. Bernard
rc
Frederick 3ranom and Helen Ganey
Our Land and Far Lanas
Sadlier New York 1939
(cont'd)
6. P.lll - Fig. 84 A Small Frencla Village **ith a Ver^^' Old
Castle
Tile castle was built one hundred years before Columbus
discovered America. It looks as if the castle will stand for
many more years.
Frances Cai^jenter
Our Neigiibors Xeair and Far
American Book Nev/ l^Tork 1939
1. P. 17
Independence Ma^l, Philc-delphia has many historic
buildings. The most 1Da»Dus is Indepenaence .iali, where the
Declaration of Indepenaence was signed. On the right is Uie
room where the Declaration v/as adopted Jui^ 4, 1776.
2. P. 94
The three pointed buildings are the Pyramids near Cairo,
the tombs of the ancient Egyi>tian kings.
3. P. 99
The Egyptian Sphinx near Cairo is a great rock carved
with the head of a man and the body of a lion. It guards the
entrance to the Nile Vaxley. Recently men have cleared away
the sand that covered its base.
4. P. 137 Lion Monument at Lucerne
The dying lion commemorates a group ox Swiss soldiers
who lost their lives.
t
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(cont'd)
6. P. 137 The Statue of William Tell at Altdorf
Altdorf is said to have been the birthplace of
William iell.
6.. P. 166 The Palace of Peace at The Hague
This beautiful building v,as giv^n by Andrew Carnegie
to all the nations of the v/orld. It is a laonument to 'his hope
that v/ar among the peoples of the earth migxit ce^se.
7. P. 160 A Plioenician Ship
8. P,161 nuins of tlie Pai'tiienon at Athen, Greece
This is the most famous of all temp-i.es of old Greece.
The Lincoln 'lemorial at Wasnington is like the Partxienon in
many ways«
9. P*162 The Colosseum At Home
The circular open-air theater WctS built nearly 1900
yeats ago* In its arena tlie ancient Romans held races and
contests of many kinds.
10* P4I68 Huins of Pmpeii at the base of Vesuvius
This ancient city was for a lon^ time buried in l£3/aan<3(
aabtts* Now its streets are uncovered and aome of i-ts houses
restored*
11. P. 192 Great Wall of China
The Grtat Wall of China was built more than 2,000 years
ago* Note the watch towers every hundred yards.
e
Biciiara Loage ana Eari Lackey
The 'Yorld ana Ix,^ People
iiand ficNaily New York 19cg
1. P.4 « Donald Mac -liilcJi ' s Ship Fx^ozen in Ice
2» P,69 - Fig. 72 View of the Lake of Lucerne
In Lucerne there ia a faiaous lion carved out of
solid rock.
a. P. 74 - Fig. 78 T«ll»s Chapel, Lake of Lucerne
ilere, ao tlie &tory goes, Williasi lell escaped from the
boat in #.ich he was being taken to prison. In a tO'A-n nearby
is a statue of Tell and his son.
4. P.lOO • Pig. 104 Pyr£jmid of Giza near Cairo
There are a number of pyramias in Egypt , but the ones
shown here su'e vi^iited most frequently,
6. P.lOO • Fig.- 106 The Famous Sphinx of Egypt
For many, maiv hundreds of years thiii great stone
figure has looked oat over the sands of the desert. It is so
lar^^e that tlie men standing at its base seems very small indeed
6, P.lOO - Fig. 106 A Hoaque in Cairo
Fi-caj the ni-irrow railed platform near the top of 'the
first tower a crier calls the people to pra^'er. People take
.
off tufeir shoe© when tiiey enter a mosque.
7. P*106 - Fig.UO A View of the Great Wall
It took many soldiers to guard ti*is great
long wall.
lob
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(cont'd)
8. P. 133 - Fig. 139 Byrd's Ship the "City of x\'ew York" Tiea Up
at the Ice Barrier,
9. P. 136 - Fig, 144 Admiral Byrd and His Dog, Ig3-00
3yrd ^all alv/ays be remembered for v/hat has aone
to acc^uaint us with the polar regions. His daring flight to
the North and South Poles vere part of that vork. Igloo
traveled witix Byrd to the North Pole and to Little America.
10. P. 138 - Fig. 147 A View of Little America
Byrd pitched his camp on the great ice &heet near
where Amundsen once had a camp.
Vj. R. McConnell
CieoKraph.Y Around tlie World
Rand ricNaiiy New York 1945
1. P. 61 Farms of Egypt Ready for Water
in the distanie stand tlie Pyramids
2. P,93 The Great Spire of Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris
Through the heart of the city flows the Seine
3. P. 100
Grim and cold ti^ie strc ng and sturdy Chateau of
Montpoupon lords it over the surrounding hills and valleys.
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J. Russell Smith
Worla Folks
Winston Philadelphia 1939
1. P.2 - Fig. 2 The Town of Plymouth in 1622
The settlers lived in the log houses which you see in
the picture. The larger log house which you see at the right
is part of the old fort.
2. P. 32 - Fig. 44 Indian Picture Writing
Four groups of writing.
o. P. 142 - Fig. 174
In the background of the picture may be seen three of
the pyramids. The pyramid of Cheops at the right is 461 feet
high.
4. P. 154 - Fig. 1S6 The Sphinx
This big statue carvtd out of rock has tiie head of a
woman ana the body of a j-ion. It was made hundreds of years
before Christ.
6. P. 164 - Fig. 1S7
An unusual viev/ of the pyra lids at Gizeh near Cairo,
Egjpt. The Great Pyramid (Cheops) is the tallest one in the
pictiare.
6. P. 156 - Fig. 188
Joseph may have seen these cai'V^ngs and hieroglyphics
on the wall and pillars of this temple during his s^ay in
Egypt. They are almost as clear and sharp today as they v. ere
in his day.
7. P. 203 - Fig. 241
The statue of William Tell and his son stands at
altrlnT»fj -in nar^tr^p-] <?y1 tzerland .
r
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De Forest Stull and Roy Hatch
Journeys Through !!anv Lands
Allyn and Bacon Boston 1941
1. P,4 Girdling the Earth
Once upon a time a brave man, named Magellan, set out in
a small, slow-sailing ship which circled tlie globe. Mow long
do you tiiink it took ? A while ago, another* brave man, '.Viley
Post sped tiirough the air in his "Winnie Mae" faster than the
fastest boat. In less than eigixt d.iys xie circled the globe
and came Scuely back to where he haa startea from, A few
years later, Hov/ard ilughes ana four assistants broke Post's
record by flying around the world in less than four days.
In this picture Post, who two yc^i-s later was the victim
of an airplane crash in Alaska, j.s shown watching a mechanic
put gasoline in the "Winnie Ivlae", now in tiie Smithsonian
Institution,
2. P,14 Independence Hall
Let us go inside and peep into the room where the
Declaration of Independence was signed ana look at the great
bronze beil, cracked now, but able, a century and a half ago,
to peal forth news of that historic event.
3* P*14 The Betsy Ross House
Legena has it that here, in this house, Betsy Hoss made
the first American flag. It looked like the one hanging from
the top winaow*
4* P*14 Carpenter's Hall
It was here, in 1774, that fifty-five men from all the
colonies but Georgia met in whot was to be the fore-runner of
all the Congresses from that aay to this.
6. P. 20 Where the Gray Hanks '!et the Blue
This lovely, peaceful spot, with its gr.jiite and
marble markers, seems very far ay/ay froia the terrible three
day's battle fought here in Jul/, I860, which marked the
turning point in the great war between tiie States. Today,
forty-ftTght. a1;.fit.«6.<» «t»^ winirif; mpmhera of our nations.
r
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(cont'd)
6, P. 76 Noon on the Desert
In this oasis village, beneath the shtdow of tiie
pyramids v/here kings of Egypt were buried long ago, camels and
drivers stop to rest.
7. P. 76 The Teiuple of Phylae
As the waters backed up, the 4-ovely temple on the
island of Phylae v/as partly submerged. Just the top now sxiows,
like the roof of seme ancient sea god's palace.
8. P. 78 The Avenue of the Sphinxes at Karnak
Silent, motionless, these great stone creatures have
crouched here through tiie centuries, defying wind and weather,
waiting perhaps for some great Pharoah to riae by once moi'e in
tiie splendor of long- ago*
9* P. SO The Highest Tomb in the World
Thousands of years ago uncounted numbers of slaves
built this great Pyramid, block by block, to satisfy tue pride
of a ruler. I'iearby, the Great Sphinx, carved out of solid
rock, stanas guard over this royal tomb. The sands of the
desert are continually burying the base, but they cannot
destroy it entirely.
10* P. 81 Colprful Cairo
A mosque from v;..ose minarets, live times a day, comes
the muezzin's call to prayer*
'11.. P. 87 The Colosseum
In tiie da^' of Rome's splendor, thic roofless
a»phitiieater was the scene of many contests. Looking at it
now, one c^in almost hear, above the shouts of ghostly
spectators, the clang of metal on metal as gladii-tor fought
gladiator in mortal combat.
rC
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12. P. 87
Allyn £.nd Bacon Boston 1941
Home, The Magnificent
Here stands Rome—city of Homulus and Remus: once
Republic, then empire: priae of the Caesars: symbol of power
and glory ana ancient splendor. In the foregroana stands
St. Peter's, one of ttit world's great churches; to the left of
it the Vatican v/ith its beautifux gardens; whixe at the top of
the picture the Tiber winas away to the sea.
X3.P.87 Genoa, The Proud
Alongside tiie shij^s of many nations, our boat arops
anchor in the busy harbor of Genoa. Once, in years gone by,
Columbus vv-alked along its hills, and nobles in meuieval ca. ties
dreamed of the v;ealth of the Indies. Today, tall buildings
cluster thick along the water front.
14.P.89 "The Glory That Was Greece"
No beauty in the world can compare with the gleaming
white columns of the Partiienon, atop the Acropolis—citadel
of Greece. Here, in days gone by, where skies are bluer ana
air sweeter, beat the heart of Athens. It was with deep civic
pride that the Athenian boys solemnly pledged, "Never will we
bring disgrace upon our city "
16. P. 94 St. Bernard—A Friend in Need
In the 11th century, the good St. Bernard founded a
shelter i'or travelers at a pass high up in Uie Alps. Today
the Augustine monks, with the aid of their famous trained
dogs, save the lives of many a winter wayfarer.
16. P. 102 The Palace of Peace
It is the dream of all peace-loving people that this
building may become the home of peace for all the world. That
here, around the conference table, representatives oi all
nations may be able to settle by friendly debate, those
Q
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(cont'd)
16. P. 102 The Palace of Peace (cont'd)
perplexing international problems Uiat so often lead
to war.
17. P. 126 The Great Wall of China
Gene are the raiding horsemen of the north—gone the
need for a defense like this. Tae Great Wall stanus toaay
a monument to man's work two thousana years ago.
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